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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. Project background 

1. The ADB, through the SASEC Road Connectivity Investment Program will upgrade 
national highways (NH), and state highways (SH) in India and improve the internal connectivity 
within India and with its neighboring countries. 

2. This proposed subproject–the Imphal-Kangchup-Tamenglong road will improve 
connectivity for settlements along the road as well for improved interstate connectivity.  The 
road will be providing 18 villages in the hills with improved connectivity. These villages are 
inhabited by Indigenous Peoples who are identified as “Scheduled Tribe” in India. These 
communities currently have very poor connectivity in the form of dirt tracks and some rural 
roads. The initial section of the road to be improved is an existing highway through a plain land 
for about 13 km and rest of the road stretch of about 90 km from Kangchup to Tamenglong (KT) 
is a hilly terrain most of which will be new green field alignment. Present means of connectivity 
in the hilly section is by dirt foot tracts with steep gradient which cannot be used as a proposed 
alignment for the Kangchup–Tamenglong section of the road. The area is linked by only the foot 
tracts and one seasonal link road, motorable only in dry months. Beside the main alignment 
there will be two spurs of a total length of nearly 5 km connecting two settlements with the main 
road. Major part of the hilly section of a length of 68 km is in Tamenglong district and only a 
small section of 21.9 km is in Senapati district. The present report is prepared with a view to 
provide safeguard to IPs against adverse project impact, and allowing them to leverage on the 
improvements. 

B. Legal and Institutional Policy 

3. There are several federal policies and Constitutional Acts and ADB policy that safeguard 
the interest of the scheduled tribes in India, which include Indian Constitution - Article 342 
specifying those Tribes or Tribal Communities deemed to be as Scheduled Tribe (STs); The 
SCs/STs Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989; Panchayat Extension to the Scheduled Areas Act 
(PESA), 1996; The Scheduled tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of 
Forest Rights) Act 2006; The National Policy on Tribals, 2006; Manipur state legislations; and 
ADB Safeguards Policy Statement, 2009. 

C. Identification of Affected Communities 

4. According to macro level district census data available for 2011, Tamenglong district has 
95.7% of its population as scheduled tribe, the highest proportion of scheduled tribe population 
among the districts, while Senapati district comprises 79.8% of scheduled tribe population. 
There are four major tribes collectively known as Naga in Tameglong district, while sub-project 
section in Senapati district is mostly inhabited by Kuki sub tribes. 

D. Social Impact Assessment 

5. Social and Poverty assessment survey conducted in 2014 among sample households in 
the PIA portray socioeconomic profile of the IP communities in the PIA found that majority of the 
sample IP households is of medium size and nuclear type, with average household size at 4.8, 
and a high sex ratio of 1008. Proportion of population is highest in 18-59 years of age group at 
56% of all population. About 78% of ST population is literate. Male literacy rate of the sample 
population is above than female literacy, as observed at 41% and 37% respectively. Total 
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literacy rate in Tamenglong district is 70%, lower than that of Senapati district at 74% as per 
census 2011. Female literacy status is low in both Tamenglong and Senapati districts, recorded 
at31%and 33% respectively in 2011. 

6. Work participation ratio among sample IP population in the project influence area is quite 
high at nearly 80%, of which 47% are male and 33% female workers. Of all working population 
63% are main worker having gainful engagement for more than 6 months a year. 

7. Of the total working population majority is engaged in cultivation and allied agricultural 
works (50%), while service at government and private sectors provide jobs for 9% of the work 
force, unskilled daily waged laborers are less than 5%. About 11% people are self-employed in 
trade and business and traditional household industry.  

8. About 34% of IP households have monthly household income ranging from Rs.8333 to 
Rs.20833, and average per capita monthly income was worked out to be Rs.2266. State 
specific poverty line has been estimated for the year 2011-12 by Planning Commission, 
Government of India. According to that report, Rs.1118.00 monthly per capita consumer 
expenditure has been determined as the poverty line for the rural areas of Manipur.1Based on 
that criterion,38.8% of rural population in Manipur lives below poverty line. However, average IP 
household in the project impact area incurs a monthly per capita expenditure of Rs.2260 which 
is above poverty line of rural Manipur.  

9. The IPs are governed mostly by traditional customary laws followed through 
generations. A tribal Settlement is administered by Settlement Authority formed of 
representatives of the clans living in the Settlement, and possesses executive, legislative and 
judiciary power. There are several Acts recently introduced that have reduced the rights of 
Settlement Authority, such as “The Hill Areas Committee (HAC) of Manipur Legislative 
Assembly” empowered to monitor legislation and administration for the hill areas. These acts 
have, however, not been able to protect tribal interests replacing traditional customary laws 
which are inbuilt into the indigenous people’s society. 

E. Perceived Benefits and Potential Impacts 

10. Meaningful consultations have been taking place with affected communities continuously 
since the government identified the project for potential ADB financing. All 18 of the affected 
communities have given their Broad Community Consent for the construction of the road  
(Please refer to Annexure 3 for details). The FGD and stakeholders consultation processes 
brought out perceived benefits and potential adverse impacts of the subproject. The perceived 
benefits are: (i) the subproject will promote good connectivity especially with trade corridor by 
linking with the greater road network connecting to urban hubs as well as neighboring states; (ii) 
The interior settlements will be connected with motorable road, which will provide access to high 
schools, college at Imphal, government health centres, markets at Imphal and other large 
towns, where their fruits and vegetables will be sold at premium price; (iii) Women/girls of the IP 
community will be particularly benefitted by the improved road connectivity as they will enjoy 
quick transport to reach markets, avail of high schools beyond Settlement, and have better 
access to institutional health facilities; (iv) Youth will have better access to higher quality jobs 
within the state and outside of Manipur; and (v)Communities will participate in road construction 

                                                      
1 Press note on Poverty Estimates, 2011-12 by Government of India, Planning Commission, July 2013 
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and communities will be able to provide allied services such as running canteen, eateries, 
selling grocery, vegetables, fruits at the construction sites. 

11. Potential adverse impact of the project includes deterioration of road safety.  In addition, 
probable risk of spread of HIV/AIDS and STD, drug abuse that can trap the youth, and 
trafficking of women were discussed during FGD sessions. The project will be providing 
awareness building sessions to project affected communities in these areas. 

F. Capacity Development 

12. As a product of meaningful consultation with the communities, following programs are 
planned for capacity development of the IP community, especially the women and youth after 
community consultation and FGD with the specific groups: (i) Women as micro-entrepreneurs, 
with help of low capital, labour intensive and easily adoptable technology. The special emphasis 
will be given for trainings on basic marketing and operating concepts including basic accounts; 
(ii)  food processing units for fruits and vegetables produced in the area (oranges, bananas, 
pineapples), that would reduce perishability and increase marketability of the products; (iii) Skill 
development for agriculture and allied activities, and household industries, which are 
traditionally accepted forms of livelihood, such as, apiary, sericulture, handicraft, weaving, etc; 
(iv) Trainings on small time enterprises, such as roadside eateries, canteen, selling groceries 
and vegetables to the construction establishments at site; (v) Leadership and skill development 
training, orientation on laws, regulations, policies related to IP. 

G. Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) 

13. A project specific multi-tier grievance redress mechanism (GRM) will be in place to 
receive, evaluate and facilitate complaints and grievances of the affected persons in relation to 
project’s impacts on IP community/ individuals in terms of livelihood, their customary rights over 
land, forest, water, and other natural resources or puts obstacles to cultural heritage sites. 
Awareness on grievance redress procedures will be created through Public Awareness 
Campaign with the help of culturally appropriate manner. The implementing NGO engaged to 
implement RP and IPP and will ensure that the IPs are aware of the GRM, their entitlement and 
assured of their grievances to be redressed adequately. The manner and process of GRM will 
be appropriate to the cultural and traditional customs of the IP and the implementing NGO will 
ensure to comply with their customary laws and practices.  

H. Institutional Arrangement 

14. For implementation of IPP prepared of sub project Imphal-Kangchup-Tamenglong road, 
the EA will have overall coordination related to IPP preparation, implementation and ensuing 
that adequate funds are allocated by the states. For the concerned subproject, PWD, 
Government of Manipur Is the EA and one PMU will be established under EA. All 
implementation activities will be executed by Project Implementation Units (PIU), which will 
perform as IA for the subproject. Overall implementation and monitoring will be the responsibility 
of IA, (in this case PIU under PWD, Govt. of Manipur), and the PIU will report to PMU directly on 
a regular basis. For smooth implementation and resorting all grievances and issues likely to be 
raised while implementing the IPP, the PIU will appoint a local NGO, preferably with experience 
of working among the IP community residing in the project impact area. 
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I. Budget and Financing 

15. An estimated budget is prepared to provide financing mechanism for successful 
implementation of IPP activities. The itemized budget is provided in the main text. The total 
budget estimated for IPP implementation is INR 18,854,000, or approximately USD 290,000.  
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I. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

A. Introduction 

1. The SASEC Road Connectivity Investment Program (“SRCIP”) will improve road 
connectivity and efficiency of the international trade corridor, by expanding about 500 km of 
roads in the North Bengal and Northeastern Region (NB-NER) of India. The project area under 
SRCIP lies close to key strategic thoroughfare integrating South and Southeast Asia, bordering 
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Myanmar and Nepal. Ultimately, SRCIP will pave the way from India and 
other South Asian countries to Myanmar, and further afield to other member countries of the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Although the project road is not directly linked 
to main trade corridors, the area will have the benefit of good all weather road connectivity. 

2. The 103 km of Imphal-Kangchup-Tamenglong Road (IKT Road) has been identified as a 
subproject under SRCIP. The road will provide shortest connectivity to Haflong on the East 
West corridor. It will also lessen the distance to Guwahati resulting in considerable Vehicle 
Operating Cost savings and travel timesaving.  

3. The IKT Road is divided into two sections based on its geographical and social features. 
The section from Imphal-Kangchup is in plain area and inhabited by both general and 
Indigenous Peoples (IPs) having private ownership of land. The section from Kangchup to 
Tamenglong which is completely in the hilly area falling in Senapati and Tamenglong districts 
inhabited by IP communities having customary and community landholding system.  

4. The alignment between Kangchup to Tamenglong (about 90km) is a new greenfield 
alignment. Tracks at certain sections between Kangchup to Haochong earlier known as KT road 
during British era are still being used by settlers to transport wooden logs during dry season and 
are accessible on foot or Shaktiman trucks only. At present there is no connectivity further to 
Bhalok and Tamenglong. 

5. The proposed subproject can be viewed as boosting economic growth and poverty 
reduction, which will bring substantial social and economic development in the region. The 
social benefits arising due to the subproject will be triggered off due to improved accessibility to 
various services such as easy access to markets, health facilities, schools, and workplace which 
in turn increases the income of the locals, and ultimately elevating their standard of living. 
Adequate attention has been given during the feasibility and detailed design phases of the 
subproject preparation to minimize the adverse impacts on land acquisition and resettlement 
impacts, especially with regard to impact to indigenous peoples. With the available options, best 
engineering solution have been adopted to minimize land acquisition and resettlement impacts 
to the extent possible while keeping the objective of road connectivity of the interior area in 
view. The alignment has followed existing tracks as much as possible from engineering point of 
view to avoid impacts and finally restricted its Right of way to 18 meters in settlement area to 
minimize impacts. 
   
6. This Indigenous Peoples Plan (IPP) has been prepared for Imphal-Kangchup-
Tamenglong Road (IKT Road) subproject to ensure that the subproject is designed and 
implemented in a way that fosters full respect for IP identity, dignity, human rights, livelihood 
systems, and cultural uniqueness as they define them. The IPP focuses on the 18 IP 
communities in the hills that will be affected by the greenfield road. The IP population in the 
plain section of the road has been integrated into mainstream society and their lives will not 
change dramatically due to the road improvement. People in 18 villages will be directly impacted 
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by the road, as these communities will be connected by a quality and all-season road.  In these 
communities, about 127 IP households will be affected directly by loss of customary land and 
related assets on the land. A Resettlement Plan has been prepared covering the Kangchup-
Tamenglong Section. Lands in the hilly area are non-revenue land where IP communities have 
customary ownership right. 
 
7. This IPP details strategy so the IP communities can leverage on the road and utilize the 
improved road to its fullest capacity. IPP will ensure that IPs receive culturally appropriate social 
and economic benefits, do not suffer adverse impacts as a result of projects, and can participate 
actively in projects that affect them. The IPP complies with the applicable State Government, 
Government of India and ADB policy and legal framework. This subproject is considered as 
Category A as per ADB Safeguard Policy Statement for Indigenous People. 
 
B. Overview of the Subproject 

8. The IKT Road starts about two km away from the Rotary in Kangla, central part of 
Imphal City and terminates at Tamenglong, the district headquarters. The initial phase of the 
proposed road is in Imphal Valley, about 13 km length. At Kangchup, the road climbs into the 
hills, where the remaining section of about 90 km between Kangchup and Tamenglong will be 
predominantly a new greenfield alignment along steep hilly tract. This section from Kangchup to 
Tamenglong is inhabited by indigenous people, who are labeled as Scheduled Tribe (ST) under 
Indian Constitution. Major settlements along this route are Kangchup, Haochong, Lukhambi, 
Bhalok. Tamenglong is the only urban area in this stretch.  

9. Highway design of proposed IKT road prepared by the Technical Consultants contains 
settlement names through which proposed road alignment will pass. List of affected villages and 
settlements can be found in Table 1. Based on the highway design, direct impact of project in 
terms of loss of cultivable land, forest, orchard and structures was assessed and information 
from social impact assessment is incorporated in the Chapter III. 

Table 1: Settlements/Villages affected by Project 

District Directly affected Settlement Chainage 
(Km) 

Indirectly affected Settlements 
(approx. distance from proposed 

road/ nearest settlement) 

Senapati 

1. Kangchup Chiru 
2. Kangchup Bangla 
3. Songlung 
4. Waphong 

12+950 to 
34+900 

1. K. Patjang 
    (5 km from KangchupChiru) 
2. KharamVaiphei 
    (8 km from K. Chiru) 

Tamenglong 

1. Haochong (Spur - 4.150 km),  
2. Ijeirong 
3. Oktan 
4. Bakwa 
5. Kabuikhulen (Spur - 0.800 km) 
6. Nagaching 
7. Lukhambi (Khumji) 
8. Warengba-2 
9. Warengba-3 
10. Khebuching 
11. Bhalok-3,  
12. Dailong 
13. Gadailong 
14. Tamenglong (urban)  

34+900 to 
103+000 

1. Pungmon 
    (5 km from Haochong) 
2. Nungtek 
    (5 km from Haochang) 
3. Maranging 
    (8 km from Haochang) 
4. Tharon (5 km from Dailong) 
5. Thingra (10 km from Bhalok)  
6. Kajinglong (8 km form Bhalok) 
7. Punglan 
(10 km from Tamenglong) 

Source: Resettlement Plan, Imphal-Kangchup-Tamenglong road, and Public consultation 
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10. The land required for the subproject will be donated by the DPs. The IP communities 
have willingly contributed land required for road construction (See Annexure 3). Based on the 
full census survey, due to the subproject proposal 127 households are losing 191 structures. 
Out of 127 households, 76 households will be physically displaced and 51 households will be 
economically displaced. The summary findings are presented in the following Table 2.  

Table 2: Summary Subproject Impacts 
Sl. No. Impacts Number 

1 Total number of private structures affected 191 
2 Total number of displaced households  127 
3 Total number of displaced persons  774 
4 Total number of economically displaced households 51 
5 Total number of physically displaced households 76 
6 Total number of vulnerable households displaced 127 
7 Total number of CPR affected 20 

11. The current frequency of travel by villagers is low. The only means of travel for the 
villagers without proper connectivity to markets, government administrative services, schools, 
hospitals is by walking until they reach a motorable section of the road and then waiting for a 
two-wheeler or three-wheeler. For travel to the state capital of Imphal, the villagers have to walk 
a considerable distance (depends on location of village) to a bus stop. In rainy months, traveling 
by foot becomes more hazardous. During emergencies, communities often have to contribute to 
hire a truck which can traverse through muddy tracts. Annexure 8 provides additional details on 
travel pattern and purpose per community. Despite loss of land and other assets, the 
communities stand to benefit greatly from the road construction. The most important of all is 
direct connectivity with district headquarter, state capital and other neighboring states. Other 
settlements lying further away from proposed greenfield alignment will not lose land or 
properties but will reap the benefits indirectly, as they will have to travel less to reach the 
highway or transport route points. A list of affected settlements along the proposed alignment is 
appended. (Annexure 2) 

12. A series of meaningful consultations was conducted in these settlements, where people 
will stand to lose assets. The purpose of these meaningful consultations was to (i) obtain broad 
community support (BCS) for the project (ii)discuss and obtain consent for land donation from 
appropriate Settlement/Village authorities, (iii) discuss and assess needs for community 
infrastructure that will be supported by the project. The Minutes of the Meetings with signature 
of the Village Authority executives, as well as declaration from the respective Village Authorities, 
showing broad community consent for the road project, are appended. (Annexure 3). 
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Figure 1: Proposed Alignment of Kangchup-Tamenglong Road Section 
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Figure 2: Proposed Alignment of Imphal-Kangchup-Tamenglong(IKT) Road Showing Affected Settlements 
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II. SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

13. According to macro level district census data available as of 2011,95.7% of Tamenglong 
District’s population is classified as scheduled tribe, the highest proportion of scheduled tribe 
population among the Manipur districts. Senapati District comprises of 79.8% of scheduled tribe 
population. Tamenglong District accounts for 14.9% of total ST population of the state, Senapati 
district has 17.1% of state ST population.  

14. There are four major scheduled tribes collectively known as Naga community inhabiting 
in Tamenglong District. These major STs are: Rongmei, Zeime, Liangmai, and Inpui. Various 
sub-tribes/clans of Kuki community are settled in Kangchup and surrounding areas of Senapati 
District. Of them, Haokip is found to be the dominating sub-tribe of the Kuki community in the 
road section. A list of STs inhabiting Manipur is appended, along with Gazette Notification. 
(Annexure 4). According to latest Constitutional Amendment, 2011, the total number of STs in 
Manipur is 34.2. This Act was implemented to amend the Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) 
Order, 1950 to modify the list of Scheduled Tribes in the States of Manipur and Arunachal 
Pradesh.  

A. Identification of Affected Indigenous People 

15. It is necessary to define the term Indigenous People (IP), which is not only co-terminus 
with the communities defined by the Constitution of India as Scheduled Tribe, it often also 
includes Backward Communities. Out of a total of 698 Scheduled Tribes in India 75 tribes are 
identified as Primitive Tribal Groups, who are more backward even by the standard of 
Scheduled Tribes. IPs are defined as those having a distinct social, cultural, economic, and 
political traditions and institutions compared with the mainstream or dominant society.3  In India, 
Scheduled Tribes (STs) constitutes 8.6% of the total population of more than 104 million people 
according to the 2011 census.  

16. The total ST population of the state of Manipur as returned in Census 2011 was 
902,740, which accounts for 35.1% of all population of the state. Nearly 88% of total ST 
population lives in rural areas. Average household size of the ST population is 5.2, more than 
that of general population. 

17. Table 3 provides a comparative scenario of tribal population in Manipur and India. It may 
be noted that sex ratio of ST communities is much higher than that of general population. 

Table 3: Scheduled Tribe Population in India and Manipur, 2011 
State /India 

Total 
Total ST  

Population 
ST as % to T. 

Population 2011 
Decadal Change 

2001-2011 
Sex Ratio 2011 

All ST 
Manipur 902,740 35.1 21.8 992 1002 

India 104,281,034 8.6 23.7 943 990 
Source: Demographic status of Scheduled Tribe Population in India 

                                                      
2The Constitution of India (Scheduled Tribes) Order (Amendment) Act, 2011. ( No. 2 of 2012) dated 8 th 

January, 2012 
3Scheduled Tribes (ST) are those communities notified as such by the President of India under Article 342 

of the Constitution. The first notification was issued in 1950. The President considers characteristics like 
(i) tribes‟ primitive traits; (ii) distinctive culture; (iii) shyness with the public at large; (iv) geographical 
isolation; and (v) social and economic backwardness before notifying them as a Scheduled Tribe. 
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18. An overview of scheduled tribe population in the concerned districts and Manipur is 
shown in 

Table 4: District-Wise Scheduled Tribe Population, 2011 
State/District Total 

Population 
Total ST 

Population 
ST Popln as % to 

Total District/ 
State Popln 

ST Popln as % 
to ST Popln of 

State 

Decadal growth 
rate (2001-2011) 

Manipur 2,570,390 902,740 35.12 100 18.6 
Tamenglong 140,651 134,626 95.70 14.9 26.1 
Senapati 193,744 154,528 79.80 17.1 23.8 

Source: Census of India website: http://www.censusindia.net 

B. Baseline Socioeconomic Information 

19. An assessment was undertaken during poverty and social assessment study of IKT road 
with the help of sample household survey, focus group discussion and interview with Key 
Informants in May-June, 2014. The following paragraphs describe socio economic and 
demographic condition of the IPs living in the Kangchup-Tamenglong road section. 

20. 304 households were surveyed in the project impact area along the proposed alignment. 
The total population was 1460 with an average household size of 4.8. The proportion of female 
population surpasses that of male, with a higher sex ratio of 1008.Following paragraphs will 
depict some socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of the surveyed indigenous people 
of the project road section of Kangchup-Tamenglong road. 

1. Cultural Heritage 

21. Both the Naga and the Kuki tribes have their own cultural, customary and traditional 
distinct features. There are multiple local dialects of Nagas but they speak in Manipuri language 
while interacting with on tribal people of Manipur and also in Nagamese with other people of the 
region. Among themselves the Nagas and Kukis converse in their own dialect. There are only a 
few villages in Senapati district inhabited by Kuki community. They mostly follow the Manipuri 
language while interacting with others. Their cultural distinctness lies in their physical 
separation, distinct administrative system followed in their village life, and one continuous 
territory wherein they live.   

2. Demography 

22. Of all sample households, almost 89% are classified as STs, with only about 5% 
belonging to scheduled castes and about 6% from general caste Hindu group. Nearly 60% of 
the sample households are of “nuclear” type with parents and unmarried children living together, 
while 36% are “joint” households. Medium-sized households with 4-6 members constitute of 
56% of all sample, and small households with members up to 3 persons are only 27%, almost 
half of the medium sized households. 

Table 5: Population and Age-Groups 
Total 

Surveyed HH 
Total 

Population 
Avg. 

Houshold 
Size 

Sex ratio Age – Groups (% to All 
Popln) 

All Popln 0-5 years 0-17 18-59 60+ 
304 1460 4.8 1008 875 35.48 56.30 8.22 
Source: Social survey conducted in May-June, 2014 

http://www.censusindia.net/
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23. Just over half of the population at 56% belong to age group of 18 to 59 years, the 
“Active” age group. While nearly 36% are in the child and young age group and about 8% are 
elderly people. It shows a burden of very young and old aged people on the active age group 
population. 

3. Literacy 

24. The literacy status of the IPs in the PIA is 78.4% which is comparable to the average 
literacy rate of all population in Manipur state recorded at 79.2%, as per 2011 census. Literacy 
rate of Tamenglong District was 70.1% while that of Senapati District at 74.1% in census 2011. 
Traditionally, women’s formal education was of lower priority among the parents. They were 
considered fit to raise family and carry on household works only.4 Male-female gap in literacy 
rate is visible also in Tamenglong and Senapati Districts.  

25. Incidence of dropout is not serious. While discussing with the people it was noted that 
students after passing out of primary level of education, often have to drop out of school as high 
schools are not always within accessible distance and daily travel to school located in a hilly 
terrain is not always feasible, especially in rainy months.  

4. Working status, Income and Expenditure 

26. The survey data speaks of a high rate of working population at nearly 80% of adult age 
group of 18 to 59 years. The work participation rate among male and female population is 47% 
and 33% respectively. Again, of the total working population nearly 63% are main workers, who 
are gainfully engaged for 6 months and above. However, women as main workers are nearly 
half of the male workers. On the other hand, women are employed more as marginal workers. 
According to census 2011, overall working status of Tamenglong District is 50.3% and 45.5% in 
Senapati District.  

27. Of the total working population majority is engaged in cultivation and allied agricultural 
works which provides occupation for almost 50% of working population. While service at 
government and private sectors provide jobs for 9% of total working population, unskilled daily 
waged laborers are less than 5%. About 11% people are self-employed in trade and business 
and traditional household industry. There is hardly any opportunity for skilled workers or 
technically trained persons in these communities. For the educated youth, there were many 
cases of them working in Imphal or in large cities outside of the state such as Delhi and 
Bangalore. Of all 304 surveyed households, only six are landless.  

28. Of the total sample households, 34% have annual household income ranging from 
Rs.100, 000 to Rs.250, 000, while another 31% households have annual household income 
ranging from Rs.50, 001 to Rs.100,000. The average per capita income is Rs.2336 a month. 
Per capita monthly consumption expenditure for average household has been worked out to be 
Rs.2260.  

29. About 34% of IP households have monthly household income ranging from Rs. 8,333 to 
Rs.20,833, and average per capita monthly income was worked out to be Rs.2,266. Based on 
Tendulkar methodology of poverty assessment state specific poverty line has been determined 
for the year 2011-12 by Planning Commission, Government of India. Accordingly, monthly per 

                                                      
4  Socio economic condition of Scheduled Tribe Women in Tamenglong District – 2007-08 by Aronga 

Gangmei. Project report of Tribal Research Institute, Government of Manipur 
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capita consumer expenditure at Rs.1118.00 has been decided as the poverty line for the rural 
areas of Manipur.5 Judging by that criterion, 38.8% of rural population in Manipur lives below 
poverty line. Corresponding figure of poverty estimate for rural people in India is 25.7% during 
the said reference period. Socioeconomic survey among sample IP community in the PIA 
reveals that average IP household in the project impact area incurred a monthly expenditure of 
Rs. 2,260, which is above poverty line of rural Manipur as stated above. 

5. Migration  

30. Migration of rural people to outside areas in search of job opportunity and better 
livelihood is a regular phenomenon in the project impact area. The survey also received 
information on migration of people from FGD, which revealed that 47 households out of 304 
sample households, or 15% of all surveyed households, have migrated in the project impact 
area within a short period which is easily recollected by the people. It is interesting to note that 
majority (79%) of them is the Naga community who have known customary trait of migrating 
from one settlement to another one. The most common reason for migration is search for new 
forest land for Jhum (slash and burn) cultivation, and population pressure in their original 
settlement, which forces them to move out for new forest land. Many also migrate to find better 
and sustainable job opportunities.  

6. Natural Resources and Livelihood 

31. The IPs residing in the project impact area are traditionally dependent on shifting 
cultivation (Jhum) which is a primitive method of cultivation, also known as “slash and burn” 
agriculture. Generally, the following steps are taken in slash and burn agriculture:  

a) Preparation of field by cutting down trees/plants/other vegetation. Plants that 
provide food or timber may be left standing. 

b) The felled trees are allowed to dry until just before early pre-monsoon shower to 
ensure an effective burn. 

c) The plot of land is burned to remove vegetation, drive away pests, and provide a 
burst of nutrients for planting. 

d) Planting is done directly in the ashes left after the burn.  

e) Cultivation on the plot is done for a few years, until the fertility of the burned land 
is reduced. The plot is left alone for longer years than it was cultivated, 
sometimes up to 10 or more years, to allow wild vegetation to grow on the plot. 
After fallow years when vegetation has grown again, the slash and burn process 
is repeated in the same plot. 

32. This method of agriculture requires very little inputs like irrigation, improved seeds, 
fertilizers, equipment for ploughing and tilling or draught animals, which are characteristics of 
settled cultivation. 

33. Harvesting is stretched over a period of time according to ripening of crops. Each year 
the Jhum plots are abandoned and new patches of forests are allotted for cultivation. Normally 
the cultivators return to their previously sown plots after a certain period and rotation of Jhum 
                                                      
5 Press note on Poverty Estimates, 2011-12 by Government of India, Planning Commission, July 2013 
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plots is followed. Because of abundance of forest in the northeast region where rainfall is in 
plenty, this method was considered only feasible way of cultivation along hilly slopes, where 
crops of all types are grown practically fulfilling all the necessities. 

34.  However, over the years, this method has become wasteful and inadequate with 
population growth and rotation of Jhum plots has come down to 5-7 years now from about 15-20 
years in earlier days. This also creates a vicious circle causing return to old Jhum plots which 
are yet to be rejuvenated fully. However there is a concerted effort by the government and 
research institutes to introduce settled rice cultivation along river valleys and win the people 
over from shifting cultivation and bring them to cultivate in settled fields. The project area is still 
a predominantly Jhum cultivated area, with little scope for introduction of settled /wet cultivation 
except in valleys. 

35. The project impact area is endowed with forests and they are most abundant with 
natural resources that serve the subsistence economy of the IPs of the area. The forests 
provide with all sorts of daily utility articles such as: timber, cane, and bamboo for construction; 
firewood for fuel; wild fruits, berries, tubers for alternate substitute food in summer/lean months; 
and roots, herbs for medicinal use. 

36. Practice of traditional alternate medicine is still prevalent in almost all settlements where 
few old persons possess knowledge of medicinal herbs, roots, having curing power and practice 
traditional herbal medicine among the people. Their medicinal knowledge is inherited from 
previous generation of medicine men who used to treat people with herbal medicine available in 
the forests locally. They are aware of the roots, herbs that cure many diseases. However, 
modern medicines are nowadays available in the medical shops of Imphal and other district 
towns, over the counter, which are gradually substituting traditional medicine. Hence, frequency 
of gathering herbs and medicinal plants for preparing traditional medicine is fast diminishing.  

37. Forest also has provided the IP opportunity for hunting. The Tamenglong forest gives 
shelter to wild animals like deer, monkeys and rabbits, and people used to hunt these for food. 
Very few households have licensed guns to hunt these. Most of the people hunt by setting traps 
which is laborious and not very promising. Now, hunting and gathering as subsistence livelihood 
have lost its earlier significance. Gathering fruits, tubers, roots, is also seldom done now. The 
main reason is introduction of public distribution system (PDS) effectively in almost all 
settlements, which ensures food security for both BPL and above poverty level households. At 
least of 50% of daily requirement of all households is fulfilled from supply of goods from fair 
price shop at affordable cost for poor households. The PDS provides basic requirement like rice, 
sugar, pulses, oil, etc. which are ensured for all households.  

38. Project area is located within dense forest cover and growth in this part is fast due to 
heavy monsoon rainfall. People feel that impact of clearance from some strips of forests that will 
be cleared permanently under project construction will not be severe so as to deprive the people 
of shifting cultivation plots, loss of gathering areas for fruits, timber, roots and tubers for food 
and medicinal plants. The advantage people will gain after construction of road will surpass loss 
of strips of forest. Besides, area under open forest will still be sufficient where medicinal plants 
or wild fruits, trees providing timber etc can be planted.  

39. Since the proposed road alignment from Kangchup to Tamenglong is mostly along green 
field, the Technical Consultants’ survey team, while conducting the topographical survey for 
road design, had taken the local people in confidence. Care has been taken to avoid any 
cultural heritage sites while designing new alignment, and it is confirmed that there are no 
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cultural heritage sites being impacted. It has been confirmed during community consultation 
meetings, that youth and senior persons from each community had guided the technical survey 
team through hill slopes, valleys, spurs, and foot tracks for a best possible alignment design. 
During the technical survey the people showed the church, graveyard/burial ground and other 
community structures that should be out of project impact. There is no cultural heritage sites 
which comes in the way of the road alignment. Other than church, or family burial places, there 
do not exist any traditional cultural heritage sites in the project impact area. In one settlement – 
Ijeirong (Ch. 34+900-41+050) - one war memorial site stands in memory of people killed by 
British bombarding during World War II. This is away from project road alignment. The 
Technical design took all the community infrastructures into consideration while preparing road 
alignment design. 

7. Others 

40. The hill tribes are predominately Christians. It was brought by missionaries to Manipur in 
the 19th century. Community life very much revolves around the church, with the Pastor often 
being one of the main village leaders. Traditional ways of life with naturalistic / animistic rituals 
and beliefs have lost much of its influence, except among few elderly persons. People do not 
have faith in the traditional religious beliefs after conversion to Christianity in the mid-1800s. 

C. Involuntary resettlement impact6 

41. The IPs living along the IKT road will have involuntary resettlement impact for the road 
construction. 127 households will be affected with a total population of 774 (AP), whose average 
household size is 6. Male population constitutes 52% and female population accounts for 48%. 
Sex ratio is 914 per 1000 male population. All of the DPs belong to scheduled tribe who has 
adopted Christianity. The educational status of DPs reveals that only 11.6% of all population are 
illiterate. This excludes population below 6 years of age, who are not considered for educational 
level assessment. Of all literate persons 51.5% are men and 48.5% are women, indicating a 
high female literacy rate. 

42. Of a total of 191 affected structures, 58.6% are residential, nearly 19% commercial, and 
other private structures including boundary wall, cattle shed, etc form 20%. Of these 191 
affected structures, nearly 53% or 101 structures will be fully affected. However, majority of the 
structures, 85.4%, are temporary in nature of construction. Apart from loss of structures, 68 
households will incur indirect impact on their livelihood. Of them 40 households, accounting for 
58.8%, will have their livelihood disrupted due to loss of commercial structures, and another 28 
households, or 41% of total APs, will lose their livelihood due to loss of agricultural land. 

43. Of all working population, 34% DPs are engaged in agriculture as the main source of 
livelihood, while 25% are earning as laborers and 19% are employed in service sector. Only 
17% females are occupied in gainful employment. Forty eight households, or 31% of all affected 
households have an annual income more than Rs.100,000 and income of another 33 
households (21.4%) ranges from Rs.50,000 to Rs.100,000. There are 61 (48.03%) households 
earning less than the official poverty level of Manipur State i.e. Rs. 67,080 per year.  

44. All the affected households belong to vulnerable category by virtue of their being STs. 
Apart from that they are also vulnerable on various other counts. There are 15 women headed 

                                                      
6 Data obtained from survey analysis of Draft Resettlement Plan for Imphal-Tamenglong road 
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households who are affected due to the subproject, and 61 affected households belong to BPL 
category.  

45. To assess gender impact of proposed highway project sample survey was conducted 
exclusively with the women respondents in the project influence area, stretching beyond 
resettlement impact area. Women have a modest literacy rate of 42% and dropout rate among 
girl students aged 6 to 17 years is approximately 27%. A significant work participation rate of 
58% is noted of 18-59 years age group of women who are considered as the working population 
group, and majority of them (50%) are engaged in cultivation. Nearly 75% of sample households 
have women workers. Women were also enquired of their perception and opinion of the project. 
Women are aware about importance of savings habit. While 46% women deposit in bank, or 
post office schemes, 34% save at home in an informal way. Women also nurture dream of a 
better future, at least for the younger generation. Of all women respondents, 30% women aspire 
for attaining higher level of education and another 18% long for better income opportunity. 
Prospect of acquiring land and other assets is aim of about 26% women. All these aspirations 
are expected to be fulfilled after proposed highway is constructed that will connect this remote 
area with state capital and other neighboring states. 

46. For households that will be losing Jhum land in the project impact area, it was found 
through meaningful consultations that identifying new Jhum land is not difficult due to the project 
area experiencing heavy annual monsoon rains leading to quick regrowth of forest. For the 
purpose of road construction, only strips of land will be required from each of the cultivators and 
the Village Authority has assured of providing alternate Jhum plots in the forest area. Loss of 
plots of agricultural land will not trigger acute adverse impact as the alternate Jhum plots will be 
provided by the Village Authority. For orchards and wet paddy fields, proper compensation will 
be provided as per the RP. Assessment of land availability per affected community has been 
undertaken in the associated RP. In addition, to improve living standards, livelihood training 
programs have been incorporated in the IPP. All these measures will help to mitigate adverse 
impact on livelihood. 
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III. LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

47. There are Government of India policies and Constitutional Acts that safeguard the 
interest of the scheduled tribes in India. A Scheduled Tribe (ST) is identified by the Constitution 
of India taking into consideration various factors, like, (i) primitive traits, (ii) distinctive culture, 
(iii) geographical isolation, (iv)social and economic backwardness, etc. But identification of 
tribes is a State subject. Therefore, a ST is judged by one or combination of these factors by the 
respective state. For example, tribes notified for Karnataka State are Schedule Tribes in 
Karnataka only and their category may vary in other States. 

A. Constitution of India 

48. Under Constitution of India a number of Articles have been included for the protection of 
the STs in particular. These are: 

a) Article 14confers equal rights and opportunities to all;   

b) Article 15 prohibits discrimination against any citizen on grounds of sex, religion, 
race, caste etc. 

c) Article 15(4) enjoins upon the State to make special provisions for the 
advancement of any socially and educationally backward classes;   

d) Article 16(4) empowers the State to make provisions for reservation in 
appointments or posts in favor of any backward class of citizens; 

e) Article 46 enjoins upon the State to promote with special care the educational 
and economic interests of the weaker sections of the people and, in particular, 
the STs and promises to protect them from social injustice and all forms of 
exploitation; 

f) Article 275(1) promises grant-in-aid for promoting the welfare of STs and for 
raising the level of administration of the Scheduled Areas; 

g) Articles 330, 332 and 335 stipulate reservation of seats for STs in the Lok Sabha 
and in the State Legislative Assemblies and in services; 

h) Article 340 empowers the State to appoint a Commission to investigate the 
conditions of the socially and educationally backward classes; 

i) Article 342   specifies those Tribes or Tribal Communities deemed to be as 
Scheduled Tribe (STs) 

j) The Constitutional amendment (Twenty-seventh Amendment) Act, 1971 inserted 
a new article, Article 371 C. The hill areas in the state of Manipur largely 
inhabited by tribal communities are not covered by the 6th Schedule. The special 
provision envisages the constitution of Hill Areas Committee of State legislature. 
The Governor is mandated to report to the President regarding the administration 
of 'hill areas'. 
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B. National Commission for Scheduled Tribes 

49. The bifurcation of the National Commission for Scheduled Tribes from the National 
Commission for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes is under the 94th Amendment Act of 
the Constitution. Although, the National Commission for Scheduled Tribes has been created in 
August 2003, little measures in terms of budgetary and staff allocations have been made to 
make the Commission functional. One of the duties assigned to the National Commission for 
Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Castes is to submit reports to the President annually or at 
such other time as the Commission may deem fit, upon the working of the safeguards.  

C. The SCs/STs Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989 

50. The objectives of the Act are to deliver justice to these communities through proactive 
efforts to enable them to live in society with dignity and self-esteem and without fear or violence 
or suppression from the dominant castes. The practice of untouchability, in its overt and covert 
form was made a cognizable and non-compoundable offence, and strict punishment is provided 
for any such offence. The Act outlines certain actions (by non SCs and STs) against SCs or STs 
to be treated as offences, such as: force a member of SC/ST to drink or eat any inedible or 
obnoxious substance; wrongfully occupies or cultivates any land owned by, or allotted to SC/ST 
member, institute false, malicious or vexatious suit or criminal or other legal proceedings; 
intentionally insults or intimidates with intent to humiliate; acts to cause injury, insult or 
annoyance to SC/ST members, forces or intimidates a SC/ST to vote for or against a particular 
candidate, preventing them from entering into a place of worship, a health or educational 
institution, using a common property resource, assaulting or sexually exploiting a SC/ST or 
woman. 

D. The Manipur (Hill Areas) District Councils Act, 1971 (Act 76 of 1971) 

51. The Act provides for the establishment of District Councils in Hill Areas in the Union 
territory (State) of Manipur. Further, vide Section 44 of the said act, all public roads which have 
been constructed or are maintained out of the Council Fund and the stones and other materials 
thereof and also all trees, erections, materials, implements and things provided for such roads, 
will be under its direction, management and control. 

E. Panchayat Extension to the Scheduled Areas Act (PESA), 1996 

52. The Parliament of India passed the Provisions of the PESA, to extend the provisions of 
the 73rd Constitutional Amendment to the Schedule V Areas of the country. This Act accords 
statutory status to the Gram Sabhas in Schedule V areas with wide-ranging powers and 
authority. This aspect was missing from the provisions of the 73rd Constitutional Amendment. 
The Act has recognized the prevailing traditional practices and customary laws besides 
providing the management and control of all the natural resources - land, water and forest in the 
hands of people living in the Schedule Areas. The Act empowers people in the tribal areas 
through self-governance. 

53. One of the important provisions of this act states “the Gram Sabha or the Panchayats at 
the appropriate level shall be consulted before making the acquisition of land in the Scheduled 
Areas for development projects and before re-settling or rehabilitating persons affected by such 
projects in the Scheduled Areas 
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F. The STs and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act 
2006 

54. The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest 
Rights) Act 2006, recognizes and vests the forest rights and occupation in forest land to 
Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers who have been residing in such forests 
for generations but whose rights are not recorded. 

55. This law provides for recognition of forest rights to Scheduled Tribes in occupation of the 
forest land prior to 131 December 2005 and to other traditional forest dwellers who are in 
occupation of the forest land for at least 3 generations i.e. 75 years, up to maximum of 4 
hectares. These rights are heritable but not alienable or transferable. 

G. The National Policy on Tribals, 2006 

56. The success of the National Policy on Tribals of the Government of India to a large 
extent will depend on strengthening of the National Commission for Scheduled Tribes, 
implementation of the Civil Rights Act and the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
(Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 and making necessary budgetary allocations. However, the 
Draft National Policy fails to make any reference to these issues. 

H. The Manipur Land Revenue &Land Reform Act, 1960 (MLR & LR Act, 1960) 

57. This Act restricts any transfer of land to or claim of land by non-tribal people in the hill 
areas of Manipur. This protects the IP population in Manipur from encroachment in the long 
term. The Act is especially applicable for the subproject as the road opens up. 

I. Memorandum of Works Department, Government of Manipur, 1994. 

58. The Works Department, Government of Manipur has passed the memorandum 
regarding construction of roads in hilly areas of Manipur and according to this order the 
department will not acquire any land for construction of roads. The land for road construction will 
be donated by concerned villages which will be administered through signing of an written 
agreement. The rationale behind the memorandum is that the state Government is mandated to 
develop and maintain physical and social infrastructures in the state as a whole and specifically 
provide improved infrastructure to tribal people living in remote hilly area where areas are not 
under Revenue. The land donation is out of the scope of the 2013 Act. However, for payment 
for structure and other assistance, the provisions of Act will be followed. 

J. Traditions and Customary Laws 

59. The project impact area is mostly inhabited by the indigenous people (IP), who are 
classified as scheduled tribes in Indian Constitution. The IPs are governed by unwritten 
traditional customary laws followed through generations. A tribal settlement is administered by 
Village Authority formed of representatives of the clans living in the settlement, and possesses 
executive, legislative and judiciary power to formulate policy, new laws, and enforce customary 
laws for administration of the settlement. The membership is based on seniority in age, and the 
eldest male persons of each clan are selected as Village Authority member. The chief is the 
eldest male member of the original settler who have started residing in that particular 
settlement. This is a life time post unless the person is too old, sick or insane to take active 
participation in the village administration. The chieftainship is then passed on to the next senior 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_reform
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member of household of the Chief. To assist the Village Authority function properly the 
members select youth of the villages of their choice. There is no role played by any woman, 
although women‘s organizations have been formed in recent time. 

60. The Nagas and Kukis, the major dominating tribal communities in the area have adopted 
Christianity since the Missionaries entered the northeast region states in nineteenth century with 
the first American Baptist missionaries reaching North East India in 1836. However, many 
traditional socio-cultural customs are still enforced in administrating settlement issues, land 
disputes, and resolving judicial matters. The Church remains detached in such matters of 
executive and judicial dimensions of the villages, which are the prerogative of the Village 
Authority and the Chief.   

61. The Manipur State Hill People (Administrations) Regulation was enacted in 1947 
comprising provision for administration in the hill areas. It ensures that criminal and civil justice 
should be administered by the court of the Village Authority, court of the Circle Authority, the Hill 
Bench at Imphal. The Village Authorities Act of 1956 further provided power for maintenance of 
law and order, collection of Hill tax and administration of justice through the Village Court under 
customary law. Later, “The Manipur Hill Areas Acquisition of the Chiefs’ Right Act, enacted in 
1967” reduced the rights under Customary Laws. Further, District Council Act, 1971 was 
introduced, but it failed to meet the needs of tribal people. The Hill Areas Committee (HAC) of 
Manipur Legislative Assembly is empowered to monitor legislation and administration for the hill 
areas. Within many of its scheduled matters are included functioning of District Council, use of 
land and water resources, regulation of Jhum practices, appointment of Chief, forest 
management, inheritance, and other social institutions. However, HAC has not been able to 
protect tribal interests replacing traditional customary laws which are inbuilt into the indigenous 
people’s society.7 

K. ADB Safeguards Policy Statement, 2009 

62. ADB policy on Safeguards requirement for Indigenous peoples recognizes the right of 
Indigenous People to direct the course of their own development. Indigenous people are defined 
in different countries in various ways. For operational purpose, the term Indigenous people is 
used to refer to a distinct, vulnerable, social and cultural group with following characteristics: 

a) Self-identification as members of a distinct indigenous cultural group and 
recognition of this community by others. 

b) Collective attachment to geographically distinct habitats or ancestral territories in 
the project area and to the natural resources in the habitats; 

c) Customary, cultural, economic, social or political institutions that are separate 
from those of dominant society and culture, and 

d) A distinct language, often different from the official language of the country or 
region. 

63. According to ADB policy Indigenous peoples safeguards are triggered if a project directly 
or indirectly affects the dignity, human rights, livelihood systems or culture of Indigenous people 

                                                      
7 Tribal Customary Laws and Their Practices – Nagas residing in Senapati and Tamenglong Disrict, Manipur – by 

Thuanchuilu Dangmei (2011) Project Report of Tribal Research Institute, Government of Manipur 
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or affects the territories, natural or cultural resources that Indigenous people own, use, occupy 
or claim as their ancestral property. 

64. The SPS sets out the following principles for IP safeguards in all projects in which ADB 
is involved:  

a) Screen early on to determine (i) whether IPs are present in, or have collective 
attachment to, the project area; and (ii) whether project impacts on IPs are likely. 

b) Undertake a culturally appropriate and gender-sensitive assessment of social 
impactsor use similar methods to assess potential project impacts, both positive 
and adverse, on IPs. Give full consideration to options the affected IPs prefer in 
relation to the provision of project benefits and the design of mitigation measures. 
Identify social and economic benefits for affected IPs that are culturally 
appropriate and gender and inter-generationally inclusive and develop measures 
to avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate adverse impacts on IPs. 

c) Undertake meaningful consultations with affected IPs communities and 
concerned IPs organizations to solicit their participation (i) in designing, 
implementing, and monitoring measures to avoid adverse impacts or, when 
avoidance is not possible, to minimize, mitigate, or compensate for such effects; 
and (ii) in tailoring project benefits for affected IP communities in a culturally 
appropriate manner. To enhance IPs’ active participation, projects affecting them 
will provide   appropriate and gender inclusive capacity development. Establish a 
culturally appropriate and gender inclusive grievance mechanism to receive and 
facilitate resolution of the Indigenous Peoples’ concerns. 

d) Ascertain the consent of affected IP communities to the following project 
activities: (i) commercial development of the cultural resources and knowledge of 
IPs; (ii) physical displacement from traditional or customary lands; and (iii) 
commercial development of natural resources within customary lands under use 
that would impact the livelihoods or the cultural, ceremonial, or spiritual uses that 
define the identity and community of IPs communities refers to a collective 
expression by the affected representatives, of broad community support for such 
project activities. Broad community support may exist even if some individuals or 
groups object to the project activities 

e) Avoid, to the maximum extent possible, any restricted access to and physical 
displacement from protected areas and natural resources. Where avoidance is 
not possible, ensure that the affected IP communities participate in the design, 
implementation, and monitoring and evaluation of management arrangements for 
such areas and natural resources and that their benefits are equitably shared. 

f) Prepare an Indigenous Peoples plan (IPP) that is based on the assessment of 
social impacts with the assistance of qualified and experienced experts and that 
raw on indigenous knowledge and participation by the affected IP communities. 
The IPP includes a framework for continued consultation with the affected 
Indigenous Peoples communities during project implementation; specifies 
measures to ensure that IPs receive culturally appropriate benefits; identifies 
measures to avoid, minimize, mitigate, or compensate for any adverse project 
impacts; and includes culturally appropriate grievance procedures, monitoring 
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and evaluation arrangements, and a budget and time-bound actions for 
implementing the planned measures. 

g) Disclose a draft IPP, including documentation of the consultation process and the 
results of the assessment of social impacts in a timely manner, before project 
appraisal, in an accessible place and in a form and language(s) understandable 
to affected Indigenous Peoples communities and other stakeholders. The final 
IPP and its updates will also be disclosed to the affected IP communities and 
other stakeholders. 

h) Prepare an action plan for legal recognition of customary rights to lands and 
territories or ancestral domains when the project involves (i) activities that are 
contingent on establishing legally recognized rights to lands and territories that 
Indigenous Peoples have traditionally owned or customarily used or occupied, or 
(involuntary acquisition of such lands. 

i) Monitor implementation of the IPP using qualified and experienced experts; 
adopt a participatory monitoring approach, wherever possible; and assess 
whether the IPP’s objective and desired outcome have been achieved, taking 
into account the baseline conditions and the results of IPP monitoring. Disclose 
monitoring reports. 
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IV. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE, CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION 

A. Consultation Methodology and Key Stakeholder Analysis 

65. In accordance with ADB SPS 2009, the process of information disclosure, consultation 
and participation of the IPs include understanding of their perceptions and taking into account 
their opinions with reference to their needs, priorities and preferences which are duly reflected in 
the Minutes of the Meetings (MoMs) as well as the reports of Focus Group Discussions (FGD) 
and Key Informant Interviews (KII) annexed with this report. The FGDs, KIIs and Public 
Consultations were used as the primary tools of discussion with the community and to assess 
and enhance public understanding on the Project. Effort was made to understand and 
incorporate people’s views regarding the potential impact of the road project and their feedback, 
the tangible and intangible belief systems and structures and customary laws. Some of these 
meetings were conducted in the presence of the EA’s engineers and ADB officials. This 
approach of community participatory consultation adopted towards the formulation of this IPP 
will be continued throughout the program implementation and monitoring phases. 

66. In addition, meaningful consultations with all affected persons as well as the larger 
community were undertaken during Resettlement Plan preparation to ensure that views of 
affected persons on compensation and resettlement assistance measures were fully 
incorporated. Other stakeholders were informed and consulted about the subproject, its impact, 
their entitlements and options, and allowed to participate actively in the development of the 
subproject. This was done particularly in the case of vulnerable affected persons, who will be 
encouraged to choose options that entail the lowest risk. Continued consultations will take place 
during the program implementation and monitoring phases. 

67. The project impact area is inhabited by the IPs who, by virtue of their very nature of 
economy and socio cultural tradition have remained in an interior and semi-secluded territory. 
Project intervention will undoubtedly influence their lifestyle in a significant way, in varying 
proportions depending on access to the proposed road. The main concern hence will be to 
safeguard the socio cultural tradition which is likely to be affected adversely due to project 
intervention. Hence, after initial identification of the potential affected area, community and 
clans, the first step would be to focus on methods of maintaining a balance between their 
cultural tradition and economic need, which will be important for future sustenance.  

1.  Methodology  

68. During social survey and community consultation phases, detailed discussions were 
held with the people in general, and various socio-political groups who are traditionally playing 
important role in social and economic life of the IPs. The method adopted for consultation 
process is briefly stated in this context.  

69. Initial interaction with the key stakeholders of the potentially affected settlements was 
organized with help of PIU’s officer responsible for resettlement and rehabilitation. The 
Consultation Team was comprised of Team Leader, Team Coordinator, Surveyors, and local 
surveyors-cum-interpreters.  The first informal meeting with Key persons of Village Authority of 
Kangchup and other settlements in Senapati district was held during site visit at inception stage 
from 28th April to 2nd May, 2014, along with other consultants engaged for social safeguards and 
environment. Local person who was engaged by the Technical Design Engineering consultants 
also accompanied to introduce the IP community with the Consultation Team. During this visit, 
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key stakeholders were identified and were briefed about the proposed project by the PIU 
engineer. 

70. Second phase of interaction and community consultation was held during social and 
poverty assessment field survey carried out in April-May, 2014. Before commencement of social 
survey the Consultation Team interacted with the Village Authority chairman, senior members 
involved in village administration and judiciary, and religious leaders like pastor of the Church of 
all villages which are potentially impacted due to road construction. These interactions were 
made to prepare the IP community in general for the proposed road project, and to keep them in 
confidence, so that any unannounced or unexpected incidences will not cause any social 
tension among the villagers. During this phase, the Consultation Team also gained Village 
Authority’s approval to start the socioeconomic survey and FGD in the concerned village.  

71. The detailed field survey commenced from May, 2014 and continued for approximately 
three weeks. The survey was carried out in all potentially affected villages, as identified at that 
time, by survey team of six members including local surveyors and guided by two IP community 
members to carry on the household survey and FGD. Often, village youths from indigenous 
community also joined voluntarily to interpret, especially women’s views. Key informants’ 
interviews (KII) were conducted by the senior persons of the survey team and the social Head of 
the Consultation Team. These exclusive interviews were conducted with the key persons of the 
settlement, or groups of settlements to gain insight into the villagers’ concern, issues, their 
perceived needs and requirements and also project impact on their agricultural land (Jhum 
plots). The key stakeholders whose interviews were taken include Village Authority Chairman, 
Church pastors, youth leaders, Women’s Organizations’ members, academicians, 
administrative personnel, head of educational institutions, among others.  

72. FGD held with the Chief of the Village Authority and other working body members, the 
religious leaders helped to gather information on their traditions, rituals and customary laws, 
which are still holding relevance in their daily life. Discussion was also held with the identified 
Women’s and Youth Groups volunteers and members to get insight of the village functioning, 
their specific needs, dreams and potential impact of the road project on the women and the 
youth. Women-specific FGD sessions were organized to identify gender issues, and needs, 
expectations from road project. Local women surveyors acted as interpreters during women 
FGD sessions. 

73. The participatory consultations held during FGD sessions in May-June, 2014 focused on 
the proposed project, its alignment and objective, in a manner that is easily apprehended by all. 
While discussing about the traditional, customary systems of the IP community adequate 
importance was given on possible impact of the project on functioning of Village Authority, which 
has supreme administrative, executive and judiciary control over IPs. The issue of availability of 
strips of Jhum lands for the purpose of road construction through green field alignment was also 
raised during these meetings. The IP community’s view noted on that issue is that people of the 
hilly sections of Tamenglong and Senapati districts have so far been deprived of a good quality 
all weather motorable road that will connect the area with Imphal, and other towns and cities of 
Manipur and adjoining state. However, issue of providing land has not been discussed so far. It 
came out from discussion with the Village Authority that all Jhum lands are owned by Village 
Authority or the first settlers of the village. Village Authority has the right to allot land for Jhum 
cultivation to each of the households. Annexure 8 provides a brief village profile and Annexure 9 
shows attendance of the participants. 
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74. It was decided by EA that detailed public consultation will need to be held to bring up the 
subject of land requirement for the construction but for which people of the hilly area have to 
donate land, since the land is non-revenue land, and Public Works Department, Government of 
Manipur by Memorandum of 1994 has declared that department will not acquire any land for 
construction of roads in hilly areas. It is however, decided that minimum strip of land will be 
required for the road construction in order to maintain road safety and proper drainage. The land 
will be donated by concerned villagers and this will be administered through signing of a written 
agreement. Another level of public consultation was designed with specific purpose of obtaining 
broad community consent for land donation for road construction. Besides, one IPP will also be 
required to address any potential adverse impact of road construction in tribal inhabited area 
and design measures where tribal communities will be able to maximize benefits from the 
project. 

2. Broad Community Support 

75. Broad community support (BCS) is required in this case as a result of physical 
displacement from traditional and customary lands and potential impact on existing lifestyle. 
Specifically, for this project, the impact that will be experienced by the communities is linear in 
nature and there will be no full displacement of the community and they will still remain within 
their traditional and customary lands, and there will be no complete separation. In addition, BCS 
is required since the communities are currently connected by dirt tracks and upgrading to an all-
weather road will lead to changes in the communities’ current lifestyle. As the consent has been 
provided by the Village Authority on behalf of the whole village, the section below details the 
role of the Village Authority as the final decision making body on behalf of the villagers, and 
that this method is a traditional consensus practice and is not influenced by coercion. Based on 
this customary system, consultation sessions were then planned to include all members of 
Village Authority and as many as possible other villagers to give the community an opportunity 
to provide local knowledge to project team, and voicing their opinions on issues including 
alignment, land donation for construction of road, community infrastructure, capacity 
development, and other topics which they think are relevant towards overall development of the 
area. 

76. Accordingly, community consultation sessions by the survey team under supervision of 
the Head of the Consultation team were organized from 31st January to 6th February, 2015 in all 
18 villages. The Consultation Team included a sociologist, a gender specialist, a video 
documentation specialist, and local surveyors. A Youth from the IP community, and one Senior 
Person from IP community/Chairman of Land Owners’ Association assisted the Team at the 
local level. The community consultations were organized in a transparent and participatory 
manner where all villagers were invited to participate with prior intimation. The villagers were 
encouraged to express their views regarding land donation for road construction and 
government’s intention to provide infrastructures for overall development of the villages. The 
whole process of dialogue among the villagers with different opinion could be observed and the 
sessions were video recorded. The villagers’ arguments were translated for the benefit of the 
survey team and assurance was given to present their views to the EA.  

77. As a result of these community consultations, general consent of providing land from the 
villagers was assured. Another visit was made in March, 2015 by the Consultation Team to 
collect signed declaration on community consent to donate land for road construction by the 
Village Authority of all 18 affected settlements.  
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78. Community consultations were organized with specific objective of project information 
disclosure which includes details of road alignment, potential impacts on property, crops, 
structures and others and above all compensation for loss of assets. Consultation also 
comprised ADB policy on Indigenous Peoples, their safeguards issues and mitigation measures. 
ADB Mission, EA’s Engineer responsible for R&R, and Social Safeguard consultant also 
attended three public consultation meetings. In all the meetings, key persons from IP community 
took responsibility of organizing the meetings, and translating people’s views and opinion. 
Annexure 3 provides Minutes of the Meeting of public consultation, Declaration of the Village 
Authority and Annexure 4 shows attendance of the villagers of IP community attending the 
public consultation.  

79. The Village Authority’s role in BCS was crucial as the Village Authority possesses legal, 
administrative and judiciary control over settlement consisting of senior members headed by the 
oldest person of original settler family. The post is not held on hereditary right. The Village 
Authority always keeps ultimate interest of the village in view while deciding on a sensitive issue 
like land donation for road, and will not deviate from their cardinal responsibility of protecting the 
village. The meetings organized for community support for land donation, in most cases, 
comprised of all Village Authority   members, and often included women and youth who are not 
members of Village Authority. After a gap of about one month from organizing meetings for 
BCS, the final decision making process started when Declaration was signed by the Village 
Authority’ executive members. In the meanwhile, no complaint was submitted to PIU on 
intention of the Village Authority members behind gathering broad community support on land 
contribution. 

80. In the meetings, Government of Manipur’s compensation policy for Scheduled Tribes’ 
land, and their commitment on providing community infrastructural facilities for community 
benefits was also discussed in details and proved to be a good gesture to project development 
alternatives in lieu of land compensation. The Village Authority members and the villagers 
present were asked to provide infrastructures development options of their choice. It was also 
discussed the community infrastructures such as bus shelters, community centers and medical 
posts would be provided in each village, and additionally, some other infrastructures will be 
provided and these will be prioritized and confirmed. These were included in the minutes of the 
meeting which will form a part of Memorandum of Association to be signed between the Village 
Authority and the Govt. Of Manipur. Apart from recording the minutes of the meeting a video 
documentation was done during the community consent process and the record submitted to 
Project Director, PIU, PWD, Govt. of Manipur. The whole process was carried out in a 
transparent manner to gain the trust of the IP community. In order to protect IP community’s 
interest, the Memorandum of Association will be countersigned by one respected person/social 
worker/NGO of repute who will oversee the process in a transparent manner. 

81. It is imperative to conduct community consultations repeatedly at project preparation, 
planning, implementation and monitoring phases. Since the project impact area lies in a 
scheduled tribe dominated region which has its own indigenous ways of governance, 
administration and even judicial authority exerted by the Settlement Authorities of respective 
Settlements, the federal and state level Acts, laws and governance are not applicable in the 
area except in rare cases. To understand the Indigenous Peoples’ traditional customary laws 
that are obligatory in the settlements within the PIA, it is important to apprehend the functioning 
of village administration. Stakeholders’ consultations have more relevance in understanding 
these issues for a hassle free project implementation and completion of the project road without 
inordinate delay. 
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82. Overall, the key stakeholders that were identified for project preparation, implementation 
and monitoring include:  

a) All affected IP, including vulnerable households and / or vulnerable groups of 
settlements;  

b) Program beneficiaries;  
c) Elected representatives, community leaders, and representatives of community-

based organizations;  
d) Local CSOs, including IP organizations (IPOs); 
e) Local government and relevant government agency representatives; and  
f) Program staff, PMU, PIU, and consultants.  

 

B. Summary of the Consultation Findings 

83. Public Consultations were held for all 18 settlements that will have impact due to 
proposed road. The participants of the consultations were briefed about the areas where the 
proposed road will pass through, and the purpose of the public consultation. Their feedback was 
solicited on the potential impact of the road on their livelihood and assets whether physical or 
otherwise, as well as their expectation from the government, if any. The table below shows the 
details regarding these meetings.  

Table 6: List of Settlements Holding Community Consultation 

 Venue Date Settlements Covered Profile of 
participants 

Key issues 
discussed 

1 Warengba 31/01/2015 Warengba 2 & 3 T. 34, M – 20, F - 
14 

Information 
Disclosure 
 
Community 
Debate 
 
Community 
Consent 
 
Community 
Infrastructure 
Requirement 
 

2 Khebuching 31/01/2015 Khebuching T-  22, M- 15, F -7 

3 Bhalok (Phalong) 31/01/2015 Bhalok I, II, III (Phalong I, 
II, III) T – 29, M-26, F -3 

4 Nagachin 
(Abungching) 01/02/2015 Nagachin (Abungching) T – 42, M-30, F -12 

5 KabuiKhullen 01/02/2015 Kabuikhullen and Bakuwa T. 42, M-30, F-12 

6 Kangchup 
Makhan (Chiru) 02/02/2015 

Kangchup Makhan 
(Chiru), Patjan, Olnem 
(Bangla) 

T – 40, M- 28, F -
12 

7 Kangchup 
Shunglong 02/02/2015 Kangchup Shonglong T – 20, M-12, F - 8 

8 Lukhambi 
(Khumji) 02/02/2015 Lukhambi I, II, III, IV and V 

(Khumji I, II, III, IV, V) T -13, M-10, F- 3 

9 Haochong 03/02/2015 Haochong&Waphong T – 22, M- 15, F- 7 
10 Ijeirong 03/02/2015 Ijeirong T -24, M- 18, F - 6 
11 Oktan (Puichi) 03/02/2015 Oktan (Puichi) T – 13, M- 9, F- 4 
12 Dailong 05/02/2015 Dailong T – 23 All male 

13 
Tamenglong 
(Gadailong/New 
Salem) 

06/02/2015 Gadailong I and New 
Salem (Gadailong II) T – 8, M- 6, F - 2 

14 Pungmon 01/03/2015 Pungmon  T- 27, M- 21, F- 6 

84. Consent of the individual or collective expression of individual members of IP / 
recognized representatives was expressed in the presence of and by the various office bearers 
of the settlement including but not limited to the women and youth group leaders and members. 
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It was explained that as per ADB policy, broad community consent is required and the 
chairperson of the Village authority agreed in all the settlements after meaningful consultation. 

85. The EA will ensure that groups and individuals consulted are informed about the 
outcome of the decision-making process, and confirm how their views were incorporated during 
implementation. The EA will be supported by various institutions in implementing the IPP and 
these are detailed in the chapter on Institutional Arrangement.  

86. The meaningful consultations also served to reveal the perceived benefits and 
expressed concerns regarding the current alignment of the IKT Road and the circumstances of 
the impact that will occur. It was observed from the discussions that the road itself was 
perceived as an essential infrastructural requirement. Reference to the Govt. of Manipur 
notification of 1994 as well as the state’s financial capability was discussed to clarify certain 
concerns. Table 7 summarizes issues discussed to get a more informed participation of the 
villagers. 

Table 7: Summary of Community Consultation 

Perceived benefits Expressed concerns Addressing the concerns through 
the Project design 

Improvement of road would 
lead to development of trade 
and commerce, better 
access to market, especially 
for perishable commodities 
and overall economic growth 
opportunities. 

Loss of assets like wet paddy 
fields would result in less 
production in the future and 
thus a potential loss of 
livelihood. Furthermore, impact 
on the shifting cultivation plots 
as the number of plots owned 
by the settlement would go 
down thereby decreasing the 
term of return cycle to each 
plot. 

Technical design team has mitigated 
the amount of land required for the 
road. It was assured by the Village 
Authority that there is sufficient land for 
Jhum cultivation which will be 
disbursed among the affected 
households as per requirement.  
 
Capacity building initiatives will be 
undertaken to improve the vocational 
skills and entrepreneurial skills. With 
improved road connectivity the area 
will be open to new entrepreneurs, and 
self employment opportunity. This will 
help retain skilled youth within the 
area.  

Transport & communication 
facilities will improve and 
cheaper transportation 
facilities will be available, 
including to and from district 
and sub-divisional 
headquarters as well as 
existing and potential market 
centres 

Current alignment might not be 
able to reach the more remote 
settlements thus potentially 
excluding them from the 
beneficial aspects of the road. 

It was communicated that road 
alignment is based on the optimum 
level of gradient required for the safety 
of both the road users as well as the IP 
residing beside or near the road.  
 
Attempt has been made to connect as 
many remote settlements as possible, 
including adjusting the alignment to 
improve either ramp or main road 
connectivity. 
 
Spurs have been designed to connect 
villages to the road. 

Improved connectivity to 
neighboring states of Assam 
and Nagaland 

One concern expressed was 
with respect to fair assessment 
of potential loss due to adverse 

It was communicated that both the 
Govt. and the ADB would be 
conducting the assessment process 
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Perceived benefits Expressed concerns Addressing the concerns through 
the Project design 

impact and payment of such 
monetary compensation to both 
landowners and land users with 
emphasis on adequacy and 
timeliness 

with representation from the people 
concerned so that accrual of benefit to 
all may be ensured. It was also shared 
that the compensation disbursement 
would be complete before the 
commencement of road construction. 

The IP settlements will have 
access to better education, 
health services & postal 
communication 

Appropriate replacement of 
community properties such as 
community halls, waiting / 
marketing sheds, and other 
structures that may be affected 

In all the affected settlements the govt. 
has pledged to contribute 
infrastructural assistance that would 
encourage general development of the 
settlement / community. Including 
community hall, bus stand, and 
medical post. 
 
With regard to standing structures in 
areas through which the road 
alignment would pass through, there 
would be a process of assessment and 
fair reparation. 

Improved communication 
and access would lead to 
saving in time and fuel costs 

Concern regarding possible 
delays in project 
implementation based on past 
experiences.  

It was communicated that public 
consultations would be held throughout 
all the phases of road project and 
utmost care would be maintained to 
keep all developments transparent 

Improved safety and security 
for both road users and road 
side Settlements  

Concern regarding the quality 
of road (black top) and possible 
sanitation and drainage 
channels 

It was shared that the black top road 
with sanitation channel adjacent to it is 
already part of the project design 

Anticipated inflow of work 
opportunities during the 
implementation phase for 
the local youth, including 
construction work, selling of 
groceries and cooked food 
and other similar prospects. 

Queries also came up on the 
possible working of Grievance 
Redressal mechanism and 
Monitoring & Evaluation 
mechanism 

Both mechanisms are part of the ADB 
policy and were explained in detail to 
the community. 

87. Several rounds of FGDs and key persons’ interviews (KIIs) were undertaken during 
poverty and social assessment survey stage carried out in May-June, 2014. 16 FGDs and 12 
KIIs were organized to gather existing socioeconomic condition of the IP community and social 
infrastructural facilities available in the affected villages. People’s view, perception of the 
benefits from the proposed road project and potential impact on the IP community were also 
received from the FGDs and KIIs. A list of consultation sessions along with participants is 
provided in Annexure 6. The summary of the consultation is that road construction is welcome 
by all. That will be particularly beneficial for the women who have to travel on foot in all seasons 
including rough weather to sell homemade products, buy essentials from market and visit 
hospital/ primary health centers. The youth were interested in employment and job opportunity 
that better connectivity would provide. 
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C. Disclosure of IPP 

88. The draft IPP, including documentation of the consultation process and the results of the 
assessment of social impacts will be disclosed before project appraisal, in the locations listed 
below and in English (language understandable to affected Indigenous Peoples communities 
and other stakeholders). The final IPP and its updates will also be disclosed to the affected IP 
communities and other stakeholders. Hard copies of the IPP will also be made available at:  

a) Offices of the Public Works Department (PWD), Govt. of Manipur;  

b) District Commissioner’s Office  

c) Block Development Officers’ Office  

d) Village Authority’s office of the respective affected settlements  

e) Any other local level public offices, before land is allotted for the project.  

89. For non-literate people, other communication methods will be used. A report of 
disclosure, giving detail of date and location, will be shared with ADB. Electronic version of the 
IPP Framework (IPPF) as well as the IPP will be posted on the official website of the State 
Government of Manipur and the official website of ADB after approval and endorsement by 
PWD, Govt. of Manipur and ADB. The IPP will be approved by ADB prior to loan agreement and 
disclosed on ADB’s website for wider circulation and disclosure. IPP will be updated, if 
necessary during the project implementation phase, and the updated IPP will be disclosed on 
the ADB website after approval.  
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V. IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

90. Meaningful Consultations were conducted with a view to ascertaining IPs awareness 
about the proposed highway improvement project and assessment of its potential impact on the 
livelihood, economy, cultivable forest land, orchards, and other productive assets and residential 
structures of the settlements.  

91. The settlements are situated on the hilly slopes, valley and hill top where original settlers 
of the present clusters have cleared forests and established the settlements. As the IPs are 
customarily dependent on decision taken by the Village Authority Chairman/Chief on all issues, 
which are usually unanimous, the project details were discussed with the stakeholders at village 
level represented by the Village Authority members. However, all senior persons, and some 
youths apart from Village Authority members also attended the wider consultation meetings 
during the project planning phase. In the community consultation meetings held in each of the 
affected settlements, discussion was held on likely impact on land, agricultural fields, forests, 
community structures, and other existing socio religious customs. The objectives of these 
meaningful consultations were to arrive at a consensus on issues of land availability for road 
construction and IPs’ informed opinion on resolving this issue of land. It was, in effect a project 
disclosure meeting where impact of road construction on land, and other assets, livelihood, type 
of compensation, benefits to be accrued and potential adverse impact were discussed. The 
major opinions, perceived benefits, adverse impacts, and specific requirements of the IPs were 
noted. 

92. Consultations were held with the women associations with the help of interpreters, as 
most of the women are not conversant with English or Hindi. From the feedback it is understood 
that women, like men, are enthusiastic about project road construction. Their contention is that 
women face more challenges due to lack of road or good communication. They are the ones 
who take their fruits/vegetables/poultry products to the markets which take heavy toll on their 
health, energy and time. Unlike older days, women want to have the benefit of modern health 
care facilities which are available in urban and semi urban areas. Road is an essential mode of 
livelihood for them. As the area lies afield from major urban and industrial belt and have little 
exposure to the risk of HIV/AIDS and other STD, the women are yet to realize the post 
construction phase when fast transport and communication will also bring in negative impact. 
The future adverse impacts can also be due to influx of outside population who will reside in the 
neighborhood during construction phase. The implementing NGO will adopt some mechanism 
for exposure to social evils, potential risk from influx of outsiders, and preparedness to address 
those among the IP community and women in particular.  

93. The project implementation will also cause intrusion into the life, culture, livelihood of the 
IP community during construction phase and post completion period which will carry on the 
effects. The project construction will create job opportunity for the youth, self employment for 
both men and women and these will bring the IP community in close interaction with the outside 
community. Intrusion into their culture, religion, and dignity, based on difference in racial 
characteristics, education and culture cannot be ruled out. In this circumstance, the Village 
Authority and the Church will cast their influence over the population especially the younger 
people who may be easily be lured to the bright prospect outside of the community. However 
these potential adverse impacts should not be obstacle for construction of the road. The IP 
community of the project impact area has been living under the influence of Church and the 
Village Authority for centuries and that has been tested. In cases of violation of their tradition, 
culture and dignity the specific incidences will be intimated to the Grievance Redress Committee 
which will decide the appropriate mitigation measures. Their traditional customary laws also 
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have rules to mitigate such incidences. The indigenous people’s right is also protected under 
several national laws, mentioned in Chapter III. 

94.  The outcome of the public consultations are categorized in positive/negative impacts, 
direct and indirect impacts, and short term and long term impacts and impact that are not 
considered as those are yet to be perceived.  

A. Positive impacts and benefits 

95. Positive impacts and benefits that are likely to be outcome of the projects are: 

a) The project will promote good connectivity especially with interstate trade and 
this road would be a section of that road network connecting the neighboring 
states as well as eastern and western parts of the sub-region connecting India 
with Myanmar and other SE Asian countries. 

b) It was also expected that the road would benefit the villagers/residents in and 
around Tamenglong by linking them to the other road networks. The district 
headquarters itself will enjoy better connectivity with state capital.  

c) The interior settlements which have only foot tract will be connected with 
motorable road. This will provide access to high schools, college at Imphal, 
government health centres, markets at Imphal, and even to other states where 
their fruits and vegetables will be sold at premium rate. With the road connectivity 
it is expected that potential of the region in growing fruits in surplus will be 
maximized to the benefit of the cultivators. Besides, fruit processing plants can 
also be established depending upon level of connectivity and production of 
quality fruits. However, to make good use of the fruits and agricultural products of 
the area, interested entrepreneurs need to be brought in. 

d) The youth will have better job opportunities within the state and outside. Some 
educated youth will get job – however temporary – at construction companies. 
They will be able to hone their skill and raise their capacity in order to get 
employment elsewhere. 

e) There will be scope for self-employment during construction phase, such as 
running canteen, selling grocery, vegetables, fruits at the construction 
establishments at site, and run eateries for the daily laborers. 

B. Negative Impacts 

96. During community consultation held in all the affected settlements, potential negative 
impacts of road construction and possible remedial measures were also discussed. The IPs 
were aware of their loss of Jhum land, for which there will not be any compensation according to 
Government of Manipur Memorandum. However, compensation for loss of standing crops, 
orchards, land under wet rice field, and structures, if any will be compensated. 

97. The expressed opinion of the IP community about loss of land/forest/properties is that 
road is of more importance as absence of road connectivity creates hindrance for growth and 
development.  The area is known for producing oranges and banana in abundance and these 
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fruits are lying wasted in the absence of good road. Loss of land and properties can be 
compensated by construction of good transport system, in their opinion. 

Table 8: Potential Negative impact of proposed road project 
Negative 
impacts Summary Details Mitigation measures 

Loss of 
agricultural 
land under 
Jhum 
cultivation 

Current Jhum plots and the 
crops under cultivation. 
The landowners/cultivators  

No compensation for loss of Jhum plots envisaged, as 
per GoM Memorandum no. 51/12/87-W (Pt), Secretary, 
Works Deptt. Govt. of Manipur dated 19th April, 1994. 
However, Settlement Authority ensures that forest cover 
in the area is sufficient to allot fresh/new Jhum plots as 
per traditional practice to those households standing to 
lose Jhum plots.  Standing crops will be compensated at 
replacement cost. 

Land under 
Wet paddy 
fields 

Households owning wet 
paddy fields 

The affected households will get compensation as per 
GoM Memorandum for all improvements made to land. 

Structures Households owning 
structures 
Community structures 

Same as above 
As per resettlement impact survey the CPRs are all 
either government offices, market sheds, school 
building parts/boundary wall, and similar structures and 
all individually owned. These will be properly 
compensated.  
No church, burial ground or other cultural heritage 
sites/structures will be affected. 

Orchard  Households owning 
orchards 

Standing trees and crops will be compensated at 
replacement cost. 

Food security Households who will lose 
Jhum plots under cultivation 

Village Authority will ensure that the affected 
households, particularly the BPL, get additional food 
provision from PDS  

Collection of 
forest 
produces 

Wild fruits, berries, timber, 
cane for construction, 
medicinal herbs, firewood. 
Traditional Medicine 
practitioners 
 
All residents of affected 
Settlements  
Poor households 

Forest cover under each settlement is sufficient to allow 
plucking, collection, gathering, of forest produces like 
fruits, berries, firewood and herbs and roots for 
medicinal purpose. 
Medicinal herbs are used rarely nowadays, as allopathic 
treatment has replaced traditional medical care in most 
places. If IPs chooses to use modern medicine, they are 
easily available in Pharmaceutical shops in Imphal and 
other district towns.  
 
There will not be severe depletion of firewood sources 
even if some linear stretches of settlement land/forests 
are taken away permanently. Firewood can be obtained 
from other parts of the forests. Besides, well off 
households are now using cooking gas, which is 
available in towns. This is an additional support fuel for 
a few wealthy households. 
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Negative 
impacts Summary Details Mitigation measures 

Changes in 
availability of 
traditional 
hunting and 
sustenance 
resources 

Hunting resources are 
already near saturation 
levels according to local 
community’s opinion. 
Although hunting is still 
practiced in some festive 
occasions. 

Impact on local sustenance resources are minimized as 
the road design allows for linear stretches of land for 
road alignment and where possible minor adjustments 
will be made to avoid or reduce the impact on wet 
paddy fields. In forest stretches also linear strips of land 
under cultivation for road alignment will be needed and 
that will not substantially reduce land under Jhum 
cultivation. Hunting on ceremonial occasions can be 
performed in remaining forest lands.  

Influx of 
outsiders 

Currently, the project area is 
located in interior hilly region 
with limited access, minimal 
civic amenities (electricity, 
absence of recreation and 
entertainment outlets). With 
road construction and brisk 
trade and business activities 
in post construction phase, 
there is likely to be influx of 
outside population with alien 
socio-cultural mindset. 

To offset impact of influx of outside people, Manipur 
Land Revenue and Reform Act of 1960 restricts any 
transfer of land to or claim of land by non-tribal people 
in the hill areas of Manipur. This protects the IP 
population in Manipur from encroachment in the long 
term. 
 
The community opinion is tilted more towards positive 
influence of outsiders’ influx, which will expose them to 
new ideas, and innovative approaches.  
 
The IP community has immense pride over their socio-
cultural way of life which they will try to retain in spite of 
outside influence. The adverse cultural impact from 
population influx will be countered by the Church 
authority which has great influence even over the youth. 
The women and Youth organisations of some of the 
villages have assured of protecting their cultural identity.  
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Negative 
impacts Summary Details Mitigation measures 

Complaints 
and 
Grievances 

The affected persons (DPs) 
among the IP community will 
lose assets, including Jhum 
lands. Compensation for 
standing crops, wet paddy 
lands, structures, orchards 
etc will be paid, but not for 
Jhum lands. This may create 
dissatisfaction among the 
DPs. 
 
Besides, people of those 
settlements which are not 
directly connected by the 
proposed road may also 
grumble for not being 
considered  
 
Other than these, when 
influx of outsiders will follow 
road construction many, 
especially the elders may 
not approve of many 
customs, cultures, ways of 
life of the in-migrants.  
 
All these situations will 
cause grievances to be 
raised and if not resolved 
amicably and within short 
period may cause social 
tension among the IP 
community. 

For resolving grievances and complaints there will be a 
GRM with 2 tier of GRCs at project and state levels. The 
state government and PIU will engage dedicated 
persons to handle such situations. The social devt 
specialist of ISC will provide special guidelines to the 
staff of the contractor, NGO, PIU officials at sites to take 
extra precautionary measures not to create such 
situations. The guidelines will prepare a guideline 
manual including social customs, rituals, religious 
sentiments and other socio-cultural norms that are 
typical to the IP community of the area. Even if such 
situations arise the GRM will be activated at site level by 
NGO and procedure will follow to redress the 
grievances as soon as possible. 
 
For creating an inter-community/inter caste good 
humanitarian relation among the IP and the outsiders 
there will be frequent informal interaction of people and 
cultural exchanges so cement a good neighborly 
relationship. One way of doing so will be employment to 
the village youths, providing marketing opportunity to 
the village women to sell vegetables, groceries, poultry 
products and fruits etc for daily consumption at site 
camps.  
 
 
Implementing NGO will take a lead role to create and 
maintain a cordial atmosphere in the IP settlements 
during project construction period. 

 

98. Series of public consultation were held with the Village Authorities of all the affected 
settlements to obtain land donation from the settlements, as no land in the hill areas can be 
acquired as per state land acquisition act. During the community consultation organized for the 
purpose of obtaining community consent for land donation all the Village Authorities agreed to 
provide land on their free will. Declaration was made to this effect by each of the affected Village 
Authorities and the. Govt. of Manipur in return as a good gesture agrees to provide community 
structural facilities for overall development of the settlements in lieu of land provided by the 
villagers for the proposed road construction. The road built with the help of land donation will 
remain under possession of State Government which is essential for future repair and 
maintenance. The Community will receive the benefit of the road connectivity. No revenue is 
expected to be generated out of management of the road. 

99. Settlement-wise details of loss of all properties, including land, structures, orchards etc 
are provided in Resettlement Plan of Kangchup-Tamenglong section of the road. Compensation 
and assistance for mitigating resettlement impact for the affected households are also provided 
in the RP. In this IPP overall development and mitigation measures for the IP community are 
highlighted. 
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C. Possible Impacts Not Yet Anticipated by Communities 

100. The IPs are yet to foresee any serious adverse impact for the area in general, apart from 
obvious loss of land, properties, trees, orchards, structures, and increase of traffic accidents. 
Being situated in interior area with limited connectivity, the people in general are not aware of 
probable risk of development in highway sector, such as spread of HIV/AIDS and STD, drug 
abuse that can trap the youth and trafficking of women and children. According to the people 
these hazards are yet to touch the IP community in the project impact area. The issues, 
however were discussed during FGD sessions, and the participants agreed to discuss the 
matter among the villagers with due seriousness The Village Authority and specially the 
Women’s and Youth organizations asserted that at appropriate time they will take awareness 
generation initiatives. The project will provide HIV/AIDS, trafficking, and road safety awareness 
sessions for all communities. The Institutional Support for Capacity Development (ISCD) 
consultant will provide orientation and sensitization workshops that will include awareness 
programs on HIV/AIDS/Drug abuse and trafficking.  

Table 9: Negligible Impacts not considered 
Negligible 
Impacts 

Justification for not being considered Explanation/Mitigation measures 

Influx of 
Businesses 

Influx of business will be limited to 
construction sites and surrounding areas in 
a small scale 

People will get self-employment opportunity 
at a moderate scale. But skilled 
construction labor requires expertise which 
local community hardly possess. 

Inflation At present the local people have to travel 
quite a distance to avail the goods and 
services required. Physical labour to access 
is not quantified.  

Any inflation that occurs after the road is in 
place would be offset by the reduction in 
travel cost to access such goods and 
services 

Communic
able 
Diseases 

Threat of communicable diseases is yet to 
be taken seriously by the community. Influx 
of outsiders may pose a threat, but that 
probability is remote. 

Presently access to basic health services is 
at a minimum. Once the road is operational, 
such access will be at a higher level. The 
community feels any disease can be 
treated in city hospital and threats would be 
minimized 

HIV/AIDS 
Infection 

Youth, women As of now, it is a less known phenomenon. 
However awareness generation programs 
and counseling sessions will form part of 
capacity development plan for the 
settlement by the Youth and Women 
associations. 

Trafficking Very limited experience as of now among 
the people. However there is need of 
awareness generation programs. 

Children and Youth, especially girls and 
women of poor households will be targeted 
audiences, who may be at higher risk 
during and after road construction. 
Awareness generation, tripartite monitoring 
on the basis of community information, by 
Youth groups and women groups in the 
community, Police and GO/NGO 

Drug abuse Although Manipur state is known for drug 
import, peddling and sale to local and 
neighboring states. However Tamenglong 
district being rather isolated has not been 
extensively affected by this disease. Road 
construction project may bring in new 
dimension to this aspect 

Youth – both male and female are targeted 
groups. Awareness generation programs, 
contact with Drug de-Addiction Centres, 
Counselling are the means of addressing 
the drug abuse. Such centres are already in 
operation in Imphal and other major towns 
of the state. 
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D. Short- and Long-Term Impacts 

101. The Project will have short-term impacts in the form of physical and economic 
displacement that will be caused due to land parcels donated for road construction for 
Greenfield sections. This is immediate and will be required prior to road construction starts. The 
impact will be mitigated by payment compensation for structures, standing crops, orchards and 
wet paddy cultivation land prior to displacement. The detail of the compensation is provided in 
the RP prepared for Kangchup-Tamenglong road section. Communities will also experience an 
increase in level of employment during the road construction phase.  Local labors will be used in 
construction and additional jobs will be created to support the construction. 

102. The long-term impacts will be felt after project road is constructed and as envisaged this 
will create accessibility to healthcare, educational institutions, administrative offices and market 
places. The long term impact will pave the way for overall development of the project impact 
area. 

E. Direct and Indirect Impacts 

103. The proposed road project will have direct impact on the affected households who stand 
to lose land, and other assets, like structures, orchards, wet paddy fields due to road 
construction. Besides these, some community structures and government structures will also be 
affected.  In addition, the road will directly impact travel time for local communities. 

104. The indirect impact will be felt by all the villagers during construction work which will 
cause some environmental hazards, road safety, and temporary difficulty in access to places 
around their settlements during the construction period. Population influx will also cause some 
price rise in the local market. In terms of long-term indirectly impact, communities will have 
better access to public services. 

105. An Action Plan has been prepared to detail out beneficiary and mitigation measures 
aiming at protection of traditional cultural life and giving access to potential benefits arising out 
of project which will change the IP community for overall better economic condition in the area. 
(Table 10). 
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Table 10: Action Plan for Beneficial and Mitigation Measures 
Sl. BENEFICIAL 

MEASURES 
ACTIVITIES TIME SCHEDULE TARGET GROUP RESPONSIBILITY REMARKS 

1 Capacity 
development 

Organise Stakeholders’ 
orientation/ sensitization / 
and awareness 
generation workshop 

Twice a year during 
implementation phase for 
each settlement to be 
concluded within 3 yrs 

Village Authority 
members, Youth, men 
and women – of all 
affected settlements 

PMU/PIU/ISC One ISC firm has been 
engaged by govt. who will 
conduct such series of 
workshop  

2 Selection of 
eligible youth for 
capacity /skill 
/entrepreneurship 
development 

Identification survey of 
educated /willing youth – 
both men and women - 
for capacity development 
programs 

4 times a year in batches 
as found suitable for 3 
years 

Youth – men & women of 
all 18 settlements 

NGO/PIU Youth to be identified for 
future job oriented 
programs 

3 Construction of 
community 
infrastructures 

Construct community 
structures, as per mutual 
agreement/MOA between 
Govt. of Manipur and 
Village Authority 

One time construction of 
community structures 
within 3 yrs of 
implementation 

Each of 18 affected 
settlements. 
Youth will be given job in 
construction & 
supervision work.  

PIU / Contractor Work has been included in 
BOQ of contractor. Fund 
already allotted for civil 
work. Village Authority to 
supervise work 

4 Involvement of 
NGO as 
implementing 
agency  

Implementation of IPP in 
general. Detailed 
activities include: 
- Identification of eligible 
youth – men & women for 
capacity development 
programs,  
- identify faculty and 
training institutes/ 
organization,  
- follow up of 
beneficiaries’ skill devt 
after trainings 
- market linkage for self-
employment schemes, 
- any others as found 
suitable 

Phase wise for each 
village -Within 3 yrs 
period of implementation. 
One follow up period of 1 
year after completion of 
IPP implementation 
with approval of PMU 
may also be needed for 
successful IPP 
implementation  

All settlers / DPs of 18 
affected settlements 

PIU/NGO One NGO will be engaged 
for implementation of IPP 
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Sl. BENEFICIAL 
MEASURES 

ACTIVITIES TIME SCHEDULE TARGET GROUP RESPONSIBILITY REMARKS 

5 Grievance 
Redress 
Mechanism 

One GRM will be 
established by the Govt. 
with two tiers at PIU and 
state level.  
NGO will coordinate with 
PIU/ISC/Contractors for 
amicable solution of 
grievances 

Throughout the project 
implementation period 
commencing from the 
beginning of 
implementation  

All settlers / DPs of 18 
affected settlements 

PMU/PIU PIU will be responsible for 
grievance redressal with 
support from NGO. 
Detailed GRM is explained 
in Chapter VII 

 
Sl. MITIGATION 

MEASURES 
ACTIVITIES TIME SCHEDULE TARGET GROUP RESPONSIBILITY REMARKS 

1 Provide jobs with 
contractor as 
found culturally 
suitable  

Eligible and suitable 
youth will be inducted by 
the construction  
contractor,  provide 
required training for road 
construction work 

As and when required Selected youth – men for 
civil work; women in 
office and in house work, 
e,g. mess, gardening, 
maintenance of camp site 

PIU/NGO/ Contractor The affected DPs will be 
given priority for job 
opportunity in construction 
work 

2 Incentives for self 
- employment 
opportunity 

Provide scope of setting 
up canteen, sale of 
vegetables, fruits, 
groceries, by the village 
women /women groups 
for use at camp site 

As and when 
construction work 
commences 

Women 
groups/individuals of all 
affected settlements 

PIU/NGO/Contractor Women groups of the 
affected households will be 
given priority.  

3 Women 
empowerment and 
Women 
enterprises for 
self-employment 
objectives 

Provide entrepreneurship 
devt plans (EDP) training 
suitable for women. 
 
Formation and 
sustenance of women 
self- help groups  
 
Tailoring/sewing  

Within 3 yers of 
implementation period 
with follow up period of 1 
year 

All women groups in the 
affected settlements 

NGO/PIU Details are provided in 
Capacity Development 
Chapter VI 

4 Skill enhancement 
and capacity 
development for 
unemployed youth 

Special skill Dev. training 
program for youth - men 
and women – on  
vocational and other non-
agricultural / income 
generating livelihoods: 

Within 3 years of 
implementation period 
with follow up period of 1 
year 

Men and women youth of 
all affected settlements 

NGO/PIU Details of skill development 
training programs are 
provided in Capacity 
Development Chapter VI 
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Sl. MITIGATION 
MEASURES 

ACTIVITIES TIME SCHEDULE TARGET GROUP RESPONSIBILITY REMARKS 

Basic and advance 
computer training, 
 
Vocational training, e.g. 
mobile repair, motor/ 2-
wheeler mechanic course 
 
Motor driving 

5 Special skill devt 
training 
programmes 
 

Special training for 
handicraft and weaving 
for women  
 
Entrepreneurship Devt 
training for the women 
trainees for sustainable 
production 
 
Linking with existing 
Govt. schemes for 
marketing 

Within 3 yrs of 
implementation period 
with follow up of 1 yr 

Women selected and 
willing for such trainings 

NGO/PIU Details of training programs 
are provided in Capacity 
Development Chapter VI 

6 Alleviating risks of 
HIV/AIDS  

Awareness building 
progarmmes with news 
on HIV/AIDS spread & 
risks 
 
IEC materials prepared in 
local language and in 
pictures  
 
Build community support 
groups of youth for 
spread of HIV/AIDS risks, 
helplines available 
 
Organise site visit to 
centres run by external  
donor agencies such as, 
Medicine Sans Frontier, 

Within 3 yrs of 
implementation period 
with follow up of 1 yr 

Youth – both men and 
women – from all 
settlements  

NGO, PIU Initial awareness program 
will be held village wise.  
Next step of site visits to be 
conducted for selected 
youth members from 
villages clubbed together 
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Sl. MITIGATION 
MEASURES 

ACTIVITIES TIME SCHEDULE TARGET GROUP RESPONSIBILITY REMARKS 

Senapati  
7 Preventing risks of 

Drug and Human 
tafficking 

Awareness building 
programs  
 
Form community support 
groups of young men and 
women and strengthen 
their capacity as 
organizer for monitoring 
people at risks 
 
Site visit to Drug 
Rehabilitation centre in 
and around Imphal 
 
Organise orientation 
programs and knowledge 
sharing meetings 
/workshop with expertise 
from Drug rehab and 
human rights 
organisations  

Within 3 yrs of 
implementation period 
with follow up of 1 yr 

Young men for drug 
abuse and women from 
18 yrs upwards for 
human trafficking from  
all settlements 

NGO, PIU Initial awareness 
programme will be held 
village wise.  
Visit to drug rehab centres 
to be conducted for 
representatives from group 
of village with selected 
members/youth. 

8 Cultural 
Awareness 
building program 

Form groups with Village 
Authority support for 
cultural awareness 
 
Organize traditional 
cultural activities for 
protection of traditions 
 
Organize informal cultural 
exchange programs with 
Contractor/CSC’s staff  

Within 3 yrs of 
implementation period  

All villagers under 
supervision of Village 
Authority  

NGO, PIU, Village 
Authority  

Planning to be decided in 
consultation with Village 
Authority  
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VII. CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT 

106. The proposed project will have a two-pronged strategy for Capacity Development. The 
first will be capacity development of the EA and other government line agencies to understand 
the IP issues and ADB SPS on indigenous people. The second set of capacity development will 
involve various skill development training, entrepreneurship development trainings oriented 
towards capacity development and income generation/augmentation of the IP community in 
general with particular emphasis for the DPs. 

A. Capacity Development for EA 

107. Manipur state is a tribal state, therefore most Government employees are fully aware of 
rules and regulations governing IP issues, and they are also well aware of IP customary laws. 
Capacity building for EA will focus on implementation of the subproject as per the ADB 
safeguard requirements. The PIU staff members will have trainings on social safeguards and IP 
safeguards. Specific tops include: resettlement planning and implementation, customary laws 
governing the affected IPs, socio-cultural protection and gender issues, progress 
documentation, monitoring, reporting and disclosure requirements, public consultation and 
participation; IPs’/DPs’ entitlements and compensation disbursement mechanisms; Grievance 
Redressal mechanism and monitoring of all phases of the road project from design phase to 
implementation till completion, principles and procedures of fair compensation for standing 
crops, wet paddy fields, orchards, trees, structures and similar items with reference to the 
notification of 1994 of Works Department. 

108. One consultant firm for Institutional Support for Consultant (ISC) has been engaged to 
enhance capacity of the EA. The ISC will provide required knowledge, understanding, and 
increase sensitization of IP community of the project impact area, capacity development and 
knowledge about ADB safeguard policy on IP among the PMU/PIU officials, PMC implementing 
NGO, and contractor. These sensitization and capacity development programs will help mitigate 
any untoward incidents due to lack of information on the project and its safeguards policy that 
might trigger conflict and unrest among the IP community. The concerned agency will engage 
suitable personnel with required educational background and experience of working in the IP 
inhabited project impact area.  

B. Capacity Development for Affected Communities 

109. In order to utilize the potential benefits of the IKT road to the fullest, development of the 
human capital in a socio-culturally appropriate manner and in accordance with the felt needs of 
the affected IPs is crucial. In the long term, the project with improved connectivity will contribute 
to inclusive growth by empowering those, particularly the women, who have so far been left out 
of the economic and social development opportunities. Specific modules customized for the 
advancement of existing skills and introducing entrepreneurship and new skill development 
programs shall be devised after assessing the capabilities of the targeted beneficiaries, 
willingness of the participants and the requirements of the people. 

110. The human capital development strategy for the affected IPs will include: (i)identification 
of educationally qualified persons, (ii) identification of skilled persons, (iii) perceived needs and 
willingness of the people, (iv) concerns and benefits from proposed skill/capacity development 
schemes, (v) linkage with outside markets, capacity enhancement of local youth to exploit 
outside markets, and similar other trainings. The strategy will be based on Household surveys, 
KIIs and FGDs, and the Public Consultations to be held in all the 18 settlements along proposed 
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IKT sub-project road. Priority will be given to enroll DPs/youth from the affected households, 
including both men and women, especially the vulnerable persons. The capacity /skill 
development program shall be matching with national and state level schemes sponsored by 
the government and various NGO and INGO operating in the state. 

111. The capacity building initiatives for the community are outlined with respect to all 
affected IPs including women and youth. These trainings are meant to be held collectively for a 
cluster of settlements at a time and place chosen by the participants, and would be specifically 
customized for each target group. Although the settlements are located in interior areas, spread 
of education through Church initiatives has led to introduction of English among the youth. So 
medium of instruction or skill training modules will not be an issue.  

112. Before arranging skill development trainings, the IP community will be organized for 
orientation workshop by the ISC and NGO on expected project output and benefits. The 
orientation program will comprise sessions on development of the human capital especially 
women and youth groups by acclimatizing them to the oncoming opportunities, enhancing 
traditional and other learned skills and empowering them in a socio-culturally beneficial and 
appropriate manner. The workshops will be organized at various suitably located central places 
among the affected settlements as per convenience of the IP community.  

113. The Capacity building programs for the affected IPs will include following trainings 
designed for various groups of IP community. NGO will be expected to include a timetable of 
training in Inception Report. It is encouraged that the trainings start as soon as possible to 
ensure communities start benefitting from the project soonest. Table below provides details and 
costs of each set of skill development training program vis-a-vis figures given in the Budget 
Table. 

Table 11 : Proposed Training Program 
Proposed Skill & 
Entrepreneurship 

Development program 

Target Beneficiary / 
Group 

Resource 
Institution/Person 

Remarks 

Micro entrepreneurship 
development training for 
one month  
 
The options of EDP 
trainings are: 
 
i) Fruit processing 
ii) Management of road side 
canteens, toilets/wash 
rooms 
iii) Vegetable growing and 
sale at large scale 

Women groups: to be 
identified by NGO in each 
settlement – 10 women 
from each settlement – 
180 women beneficiaries 
 
Formation of SHGs will 
empower women and 
strengthen their position 
over households matters, 
increase capacity to 
manage assets created 

Women Income 
Generation Centre is 
the pioneer 
organization. WIGC 
complex, Thoubal 
district, Manipur 
Ministry of Micro, 
Small & Medium 
Enterprises (MSME), 
Government of India; 
Indian Institute of 
Entrepreneurship, 
(IIE), Guwahati, 
Assam 

Details can be 
obtained from: 
http://msme.gov.in/we
b/portal/Scheme.aspx.  
 
 
Implementing NGO to 
select, identify types 
of EDP schemes 
women are capable of 
and interested in 
training 

Basic and advanced 
computer training courses 
for six months 

Group of youth – men 
and women – 50 persons 
in each session total: 100 
persons. Priority for DPs 
 

Department of 
Electronics & 
Accreditation of 
Computer courses 
(DOEACC),  
Min. of Communication 
& IT 

The DOEAC affiliated 
center is : Information 
Technology And 
Computer Training 
Centre (CEDTI) , 
Imphal, Itctc Building , 
Rims Road , Imphal 

http://msme.gov.in/web/portal/Scheme.aspx
http://msme.gov.in/web/portal/Scheme.aspx
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Proposed Skill & 
Entrepreneurship 

Development program 

Target Beneficiary / 
Group 

Resource 
Institution/Person 

Remarks 

 
National Institute of 
Electronics and 
Information 
Technology (NIELIT) 

 

Motor Driving training to 
persons at 2 centers with 
license for a period of 3 
months. There would be 18 
practical and 12 theoretical 
classes including basic 
repairing training. There will 
be 6 sessions  
 

30 persons from all 
settlements in one 
session- total 180 
persons in 6 sessions 

Maruti Udyog ltd has 
driving training instt in 
Imphal. Besides, Bajaj 
Motors, Hero Motors 
and Honda provide 
training at their service 
centers. 

Motor mechanic 
training is one if their 
CSR activities. Driving 
license is provided 
after completion of 
training. License fees 
included in the 
Training course 
charges. NGO will 
make contact and 
decide the suitable 
institute from the 
existing  

Training in sewing and 
textile designing for 3 
months for 30 villagers at 2 
centers.  
 
 
 
Sewing machine provided 
after successful completion 
of the training. There will be 
4 sessions in all  
 
 
 
 
The Course:  GAR 802 can 
be selected and the 
approximate cost with a 
sewing machine is 
Rs.10,000 

Group of youth – men 
and women – 30 
beneficiaries at 2 centers. 
Sewing for women 
 
 
 
Beautician course 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Apparel designing – men 
/women 

Usha Sewing Co. 
provides sewing and 
dress making design 
courses. Faculty can 
be brought from their 
centers. 
 
Udayan Care 
Information 
Technology and 
Vocational Training 
Centers provides 
vocational training at a 
subsidized rate. 
 
Apparel Training & 
Design Centre (ATDC) 
is the largest 
Vocational Training 
Network for the 
Apparel Sector. 

Information available -
http://www.udayancar
e.org/Udayan-Care-
Information-
Technology-and-
Vocational-Training-
Programme.html 
 
NGO can set up 
network with ATDC for 
opening training 
center in Manipur 

Training for imparting the 
modern techniques in 
value-added occupations, 
e.g. allied agriculture, 
sericulture, animal rearing  

Men and women – of all  
18 settlements – 
approximate 180 persons 

Local NGO – 
REACH  Manipur, 
based in Pallel, 
Chandel district, 
Manipur  

The NGO has basic 
infrastructures for in-
house training in 
agriculture and 
medicinal plant 
growing 

Training for Development of 
Local Handicraft for 30 
persons for a period of 3 
months and marketing of 
the same in coordination 
with the State Level 
Handicraft Development 
Organization. For 4 

Women – from all 18 
settlements 30 persons in 
one session- total 4 
sessions. 

Manipur Handloom & 
Handicrafts 
Development 
Corporation; 
 
Manipur Development 
Society 
 

Manipur is well known 
for its variety of 
handicrafts.  
Especially Tribal 
women have 
traditional skill in 
weaving design in 
fabrics.  
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Proposed Skill & 
Entrepreneurship 

Development program 

Target Beneficiary / 
Group 

Resource 
Institution/Person 

Remarks 

sessions. Shintha Handloom and 
Handicraft Centre 

Follow up of Trainings  All trainees/ beneficiaries 
who have completed the 
training programs.  
 

Respective Training 
Institutes / Faculty 
/organizations  

After completion of 
project implementation   
the Project Authority 
will undertake follow 
up measures in 
consultation with the 
IP community through 
the Village Authority. 
Budget for follow up 
will be earmarked by 
the PIU. For the 
purpose a separate 
agency may be 
recruited as the 
implementing NGO 
will complete their 
assignment. 
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VIII. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

A. Introduction 

114. Redressing grievances of the affected IPs at the earliest is vital particularly if project 
impacts cause to displace any IP community/individuals or disrupts livelihood including their 
customary rights over land, forest, water, and other natural resources or creates obstacles for 
access to cultural heritage sites, or destroys/defiles such sites. Grievances may be caused due 
to any of these adverse impacts and need to be resolved as quickly as possible with consent 
from and consultation with the IP community, or their representatives.  

B. Mechanism 

115. A project specific multi-tier grievance redress mechanism (GRM) will be in place to 
receive and evaluate complaints and grievances of the affected persons of Indigenous 
community and facilitate redressing the complaints related to project’s technical plan, and/or RP 
and IPP related activities. The GRM will aim at providing a time-bound and transparent 
mechanism to voice and resolve social and environmental concerns linked to the project. GRM 
will be regarded as an accessible and trusted platform for receiving and facilitating all project 
related complaints and grievances raised by the IP community. The project-specific GRM is not 
intended to bypass the government’s own redress process, rather it is intended to address 
displaced people's concerns and complaints promptly, making it readily accessible to all 
segments of the displaced people, particularly the IP community and is scaled to the risks and 
impacts of the project. 

116. Since the project area is inhabited by indigenous people, grievances may tend to be IP 
oriented issues predominantly. A dedicated person will be deputed for redressing grievances of 
the IP community. The grievances will be inquired, investigated and mitigation measures taken 
for resolving their issues in a better manner if there is one dedicated person responsible for 
looking into issues of the IP community.  

117. During project preparation, information regarding GRCs will be disclosed as part of the 
public consultation process. Grievances related to the implementation of the project will be 
acknowledged, evaluated, and responded to the complainant with corrective action proposed. 
The outcome shall also form part of the semi-annual monitoring report that will be submitted to 
ADB. The decision of the GRCs is binding, unless vacated by the court of law. The GRC will 
continue to function, for the benefit of the DPs, during the entire life of the project including the 
maintenance period. 

C. Constitution and Function of the GRC 

118. A Grievance Redress Committee (GRCs) will be established at the PWD state level and 
at the PIU level to assure accessibility for the IPs. The GRCs are expected to resolve 
grievances of the eligible persons within a stipulated time of 3 weeks at the PIU level and 3 
weeks at the state level.  

119. The State level GRC will comprise of following members: 

 Chief Engineer, PWD –Chairperson 
 Project Director, ADB Cell, – Member Secretary 
 Deputy Commissioner of concerned district or his Representative 
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 Resettlement Officer, ADB Cell, Convener  
 A representative from IP community or NGO for IP related issue 

120. The PIU level GRC will comprise of the following members: 

 PIU Head –Chairperson 
 Executive Engineer, local PWD office/ Project Manager, Secretary 
 Resettlement Officer, PIU, District 
 One representative from District Administration 
 A representative from local NGOs or a local person of repute and standing in the 

society, elected representative from District Authority  
 A woman representative from a CSO,NGO, or government, or local community  
 A representative from IP community or NGO for IP related issue. 

 

121. The Grievance Redress process is depicted in the diagram below. 

Figure 3: Grievance Redress Process 

 

 

Complaints by individual 
IPs, Settlement Authority, 
or institutions 

Complaints by People’s 
representatives: political, 

religious, community 

Step 1 GRC Secretary at District 
Level 

Step 1 GRC 
meeting 

Step 2 GRC 
meeting at State 

Level 

Decision of Step 2 GRC – Convey the decision 
to Chairman and other members of Step 1GRC  

Decision to be 
taken within 3 

week of receipt 
of complaint 

Decision to be 
taken within 3 

week of receipt 
of complaint 

GRC process ends 

Simple issues 

Complex issues 

6 Weeks 
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1.  First level of GRM: 

122. The first level of reporting of complaint or grievance will be at district level GRC headed 
by PIU. Individual IP, their representative, Village Authority, will place the grievances before the 
GRC in writing. The names and contact numbers of the concerned persons of GRC at district 
level should be placed with the Village Authority of each settlement during project/IPP 
disclosure process. Besides, name, designation and contact number of personnel responsible 
for grievance redress at state level of GRM will also be disclosed. Simple grievances and those 
needing immediate redress will be resolved at PIU/district level within three weeks of complaint 
registration. 

2. Second level of GRM: 

123. All grievances that cannot be resolved at PIU/District level will be forwarded to state 
level of GRM for redress with note on details of grievances and efforts undertaken to resolve 
these at first level of GRM. The grievances will be jointly reviewed by members of state level 
GRC and district level GRC assisted by the implementing NGO who will maintain liaison and 
assist the aggrieved IPs/community to register complaint, details of grievances, etc. Efforts will 
be taken to resolve all issues at this level within three weeks of forwarding the grievances from 
district level with the assistance of the implementing NGO and other stakeholders of Village 
Authority. Depending upon severity of the grievances a joint field visit should be taken by GRC 
team members of district level and state level accompanied by PMC, NGO and Contractor. For 
addressing sensitive IP issues one expert member will be inducted in the State level GRC who 
will provide appropriate judgment and advice to resolve issues of the IPs. 

124. For any complaints that remain unresolved by the GRC or the decision taken at GRC are 
not acceptable, the aggrieved IPs / community can approach the Court of Law. 

D. Operational Mechanisms of GRC 

125. It is proposed that GRC at PIU level will meet regularly (at least once in a month) on a 
pre-fixed date. The committee will look into the grievances of the people and will assign the 
responsibilities to implement the decisions of the committee. The claims will be reviewed and 
resolved within three weeks from the date of submission to the committee. All grievances will be 
routed through the NGO to the GRC. Through public consultations and disclosure of the IPP 
and ADB SPS 2009 on IP, the APs would have been informed prior to commencement of 
project implementation about the grievance redress mechanism. The DPs can depend upon the 
support of the NGO to assist them in presenting their grievances or queries to the GRC. The 
NGO will act as an in-built grievance redress liaising body. The NGO will first of all register the 
grievances and take up with VLC for redress and any grievances not redressed at VLC level will 
be dealt in by the GRC. Grievances will be redressed within two to four weeks from the date of 
lodging the complaints, depending on severity of problem. The APs, who would not be satisfied 
with the decision of the GRC, will have the right to take the grievance to the PIU Head Office for 
its redress. Failing the redressal of grievance at PIU the complainant can apply to the Court of 
Law. However, taking the grievances to the Judiciary will be avoided as far possible and the 
NGO will make utmost efforts at reconciliation at the GRC level. During whole process of GRM 
the IP individuals will be assisted by the NGO who will carry out the task as one of their job 
responsibility and shall bear all expenses of the incurred to get redressal for the DPs including 
cost of travel, and preparation of grievance application.  
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E. GRC -Information disclosure 

126. All the IP individuals/households and particularly the displaced/affected 
persons/households will be provided with information on various levels of GRM, concerned 
persons responsible for grievance address with name, designation, contact number. Awareness 
on grievance redress procedures will be created through Public Awareness Campaign with the 
help of print and electronic media and radio. The implementing NGO will ensure that the 
Indigenous People are made aware of the GRM, their entitlement and assured of their 
grievances to be redressed adequately and in a timely manner. However where IPs / community 
are not literate in language other than their own, special assistance will be taken from Village 
Authority/community leader/Youth organizations/NGO having knowledge of their language, 
culture, social norms or having working experience among the IP community, who will help the 
IPs express their concerns, consult about mitigating measures and explaining to them about 
project and its potential impact on the IP community. This community consultation process will 
be in place throughout entire project life including maintenance period.  

F. ADB Accountability Mechanism 

127. In the event when the established GRM is not in a position to resolve the issue, the 
Indigenous person as Affected Person also can use the ADB Accountability Mechanism (AM) 
through directly contact (in writing) to the Complaint Receiving Officer (CRO) at ADB 
headquarters or to ADB India Resident Mission (INRM). The complaint can be submitted in any 
of the official languages of ADB’s DMCs. The ADB Accountability Mechanism information will be 
included in the PID to be distributed to the affected communities, as part of the project GRM.  

128. The Accountability Mechanism provides an independent forum and process whereby 
people adversely affected by ADB-assisted projects can raise their concern and seek a 
resolution of their problems, as well as report alleged violations of ADB’s operational policies 
and procedures. Before submitting a complaint to the Accountability Mechanism, affected 
people should make an honest effort to solve their problems by interacting with the concerned 
ADB operations department. If they are still not satisfied, they can approach the Accountability 
Mechanism.8 

                                                      
8For further information see: http://www.adb.org/Accountability-Mechanism/default.asp 

http://www.adb.org/Accountability-Mechanism/default.asp
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IX. MONITORING, REPORTING AND EVALUATION 

A. Monitoring Process 

129. According to ADB SPS 2009, implementation of IPP will have to be monitored closely 
both internally and externally.  

1. Internal Monitoring  

130. The EA will set up an internal monitoring system comprising IP Safeguard Officer, 
implementing NGO/agency, IP community and especially the affected IPs through their 
respective Village Authority and any other social institutions to monitor the IPP implementation. 
For daily monitoring of IPP, NGO will engage one dedicated person at settlement level, who will 
interact closely with the affected IP households, and Village Authority on a priority basis. The 
NGO personnel will also disclose project information, resettlement assistances, IP activities and 
program schedule. Besides, the NGO would also observe progress at construction site and 
make plan of activities in accordance with IPP schedule in advance. Needless to say, prior to 
any disbursement of resettlement assistance due to the affected IPs no civil work should 
commence. The Implementing NGO’s field person should monitor this activity. The ISC’s Social 
Development Expert will provide guidance to the NGO, IP Safeguard Officer to carry out the 
tasks. Periodic internal monitoring report will also be prepared by the ISC’s Social Development 
Expert.  

131.  Village Authority may form one participatory monitoring group of youth from each 
settlement who should be keeping track of all implementation activities including IPP, RP and 
civil construction works. This settlement level participatory monitoring group will be trained by 
the NGO who will work in close association with the settlement youth group, and give necessary 
feedback to support internal daily monitoring and supervision of project construction and IP 
activities 

132. One purpose of internal monitoring is to evaluate whether IPP activities have benefitted 
the IP community, especially the poor, unemployed youth, women and served the objective the 
plan has been prepared for. On the other hand the monitoring will also cover if mitigation 
measures proposed for offsetting the negative impacts are really effective. The impact 
investigation will take time for arriving at conclusive opinion regarding effectiveness of IPP. 
However, some trend of benefitting the IP community may emerge after implementation of IPP. 

2. External Monitoring 

133. One external monitor will also be engaged by EA. The external monitor will conduct 
monitoring survey based on monitoring indicators provided in the TOR that will showcase 
efficacy of IPP and whether the IP community has benefitted from implementation of IPP 
activities. The monitoring indicators may include: adequacy of community consultation, 
culture/tradition related grievance, community-outsider conflict resolution, implementation of 
HIV/AIDS and trafficking measures, changes in literacy level, adoption of new livelihoods, 
acceptance of skill development trainings, increase in income level, reduced time and cost of 
journey to district town and state capital, increased access to other parts of the state and 
outside, work opportunities in road construction, and others. IPP activities will also be judged by 
their beneficial effects on the society. One indicator is to study how IP community has changed 
towards a better society. Effectiveness of IPP will be judged by the standard of living of the 
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common households, positive change in socioeconomic status, and improvement in access to 
social infrastructures.  

134. Any shortfall or adverse impact of IPP will also be identified by the external monitor and 
corrective actions may be suggested. The External Monitor will submit periodic reports as 
stipulated in the TOR.  

3. Panel of Experts 

135. For proper implementation of IPP, an independent panel of experts will be set up by the 
EA, who will supervise, monitor and address IP issues whenever necessary. The composition of 
the panel will be proposed by the Government and ADB will approve and finance the members 
on the Panel. Resettlement Officer, PIU will be the nodal person of the Panel .The member of 
the panel should comprise of national and local experts who will commission periodic monitoring 
and evaluation of IPP. The panel will be funded from ADB staff consultancy budget. EA will 
suggest potential candidates and ADB will screen and conduct final selection. The objective of 
the Panel is to supervise and monitor but also to provide an unbiased opinion during potential 
conflicts. The Panel will be formed prior to project implementation and will be standing for the 
duration of implementation.  

B. Participatory monitoring and appraisal of IPP 

136. Implementation of IPP will need involvement of IP community to reap the benefit of 
proposed activities. The IP community will be informed about the proposed IPP and all details 
related to income generating, skill development, entrepreneurship development trainings and 
potential impacts of road construction on advancement of their socio economic life. For better 
understanding of the planned activities and their goal, participatory approaches will be 
undertaken to involve the IP community. This method will take them into confidence which will 
help building a trusted relationship with any outside agency who will be engaged to implement 
the IPP activities. Once the community is aware of their role in implementation IPP they will take 
initiative to monitor these in their own community interest. In inculcating the enthusiasm among 
the IP community NGO will have to play a proactive role. In this regard a small step can be 
taken by involving the village youth at settlement level in daily monitoring and supervision of IPP 
and construction activities which will also given them a sense of belongingness for a project 
which is for their own benefit. 

137. It is understood that one Land and Property Owners’ Association has been formed with 
the IP households who are the original settlers and hold informal ownership right over land. This 
association has expressed their unequivocal public demand for completion of the project road. 
(Vide letter dated 12 January, 2015) (Annexure 5) This association can be involved in 
monitoring the road construction as well as IPP implementation as the planned activities will be 
in the interest of the IP community. Their involvement will give strength to project 
implementation and the people will be confident of implementation in proper way.  

C. Reporting 

138. ISC will submit quarterly internal monitoring report to EA. The External Monitor will 
submit semi-annual reports to EA and the EA will be responsible for submitting the reports to 
ADB for review and disclosure. 
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X. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENT 

139. For implementation of IPP there will be a set of institutions involve at various levels and 
stages of the subproject. For successful implementation of the IPP the proposed institutional 
arrangement with their role and responsibility has been outlined in this section. The primary 
institutions, who will be involved in this implementation process, are the following: 

a) Manipur Public Works Department (MPWD) 
b) Project Implementation Unit (PIU) 
c) Non Government Organization (NGO) 
d) Village Level Committee (VLC) 
e) State Level Grievance Redress Committee  
f) PIU Level Grievance Redress Committee 
g) Project Management Consultant (PMC) 
h) Implementation Support Consultant (ISC) 
i) Panel of Experts 

140. The Executing Agency (EA) for the Project is Manipur Public Works Department 
(MPWD), Government of Manipur. The existing MPWD has already established a Project 
Implementation Unit (PIU) headed by a Project Director (PD). This office will be functional for 
the whole subproject duration. The PD will have overall responsibility for implementation of loan 
and will also be responsible for the overall coordination among ADB, Government of Manipur 
and PIU Field Office. EAs will be supported by the Project Management Consultant (PMC) and 
Implementation Support Consultant (ISC) to ensure timely and effective implementation of IPP. 

141. PIUs will be established at state level headed by a Project Director (PD) responsible for 
the overall execution of the subproject. The PD will be responsible for (i) overall implementation 
of resettlement activities and indigenous peoples activities in the field; (ii) ensure availability of 
budget for safeguard activities; (iii) liaison with district administration for support implementation 
of safeguard activities; (iv) and selection and appointment of the RP and IPP implementing 
agency.  

142. The PIU will appoint/depute one full-time Assistant Engineer level official as the 
Resettlement and IP Officer for the entire duration ofproject, with relevant experience in 
indigenous peoples issues. The PIU will maintain all databases and work closely with DPs and 
other stakeholders. Based on regularly updated data, a central database will also be maintained 
by PIU. 

143. The PIU officials and RO are already familiar with social safeguard policies and 
procedure as the MPWD is currently implementing an ADB funded project: North Eastern  
States Roads Improvement program (NESRIP). For IP safeguard, the ADB project team has 
oriented the MPWD on ADB requirements, to improve and the PIU’s capacity, they will undergo 
orientation and training in IP safeguard at the beginning of the project.  

A. Nongovernment Organization (NGO) 

144. Involuntary resettlement and IP safeguards are sensitive issues and strong experience 
in Resettlement and IP matters along with community related skills will be required by the PIU 
Field Office in order to build a good rapport with the affected community and facilitate 
satisfactory implementation of IPP and RP. To overcome this deficiency, experienced and well-
qualified NGO in this field will be engaged to assist the PIU Field Office in the implementation of 
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the IPP and RP. The NGO would play the role of a facilitator and will work as a link between the 
PIU and the affected community. NGO will assist DPs in income restoration by preparing micro 
plan and guiding to access into various ongoing government development schemes and 
agencies providing financial assistance and loan. Taking into account the significant role of the 
NGO in RP and IPP implementation, it is extremely important to select NGO that are capable, 
genuine and committed to the tasks assigned in order to ensure the success of the Plan.  

145. The roles and responsibilities of various agencies to be involved in  IP planning process 
and implementation of IPP activities are summarized in Table 11. 

Table 1012: Agencies Responsible for IPP Implementation 
Key Agency Responsibility 
EA (MPWD)   Make final decision on roads to be included under the project 

 Overall responsibility for project design, feasibility, construction and 
operation and guide PIU 

 Ensure that sufficient funds are available to properly implement all agreed 
safeguards measures  

 Ensure that all subprojects comply with the provisions of ADB’s SPS 
2009 and GoI’s policies and regulations  

 Submit semi-annual safeguards monitoring reports to ADB 
Project 
Implementation Units 

District Level 
 Disseminate project information to the project affected community with 

assistance from DPR Consultants 
 Ensure establishment of Grievance Redress Committee at the district 

level for grievance redress with assistance from DPR Consultants 
 
Field Level 
 Disclosure of project information in public spaces and through relevant 

media. 
 Disseminate project information to the community in coordination with 

DPR Consultants  
 Facilitate the socioeconomic survey and census 
 Facilitate consultation by the civil works contractor with community 

throughout implementation 
 Supervise the mitigation measures during implementation and its 

progress 
 Conduct internal monitoring and prepare reports 

Detailed Project 
Report (DPR) 
Consultants  

 Undertake consultations involving IP community  
 Encourage community/ DPs to voluntarily participate during the 

implementation 
NGO  Interact closely with the affected IPs’ households, and  Village Authority 

on a regular basis  
 Disclose project information, resettlement assistances, IP activities and 

program schedule  
 Observe progress at construction site and make plan of activities in 

accordance with IPP schedule in advance  
 Assist in monitoring that prior to any disbursement of resettlement 

assistance due to the affected IPs no civil work should commence. 
 Coordinate capacity building activities 

Implementation 
Supervision 
Consultants (ISC) 

 Provide technical support and advise to the EA in the implementation of 
the IPP specifically for addressing complaints and grievances and 
participate in resolving issues as a member of the GRC 

 Monitor and assist the NGO by providing Technical Support and advice 
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Key Agency Responsibility 
during implementation of IPP. 

 Provide technical advice and on the job training to the contractors as 
necessary 

 Preparation of  quarterly internal monitoring reports based on the 
monitoring checklists  

Contractor  Consult community and PIU regarding location of construction camps 
 Sign agreement with IP/ DPs for temporary use of land and restore the  

land to equal or better condition upon completion 
 Commence construction only when alignment is free of encumbrance 
 Respond in a timely fashion to recommendations from GRCs 

District level officials  Provide any existing socioeconomic information, maps and other related 
information to DPR Consultant prior to the field data/information collection 
activities. 

 Act as the local focal point of information dissemination 
Community Based 
Organizations 

 Ensure the community participation at various stages of the project 
 Coordination with stakeholder organizations 
 Assist in Monitoring of the project 
 Providing indigenous knowledge as required 

Village Level 
Committee 

 Provide correct and accurate data and information from project 
formulation stage 

 Assist the project team to implement the project smoothly 
 Arrange proper community participation 
 Organise participatory monitoring team for daily supervision 

External Monitor  Will supervise and monitor IPP implementation process, status and 
outcome of the implementation independently, and provide suggestions 
for better implementation. 

 The External Monitor’s task will commence after IPP makes some 
progress in implementation. 

Panel of Expert  Provide oversight on implementation of IPP and offer unbiased views on 
potential conflicts. 

ADB  Review IPPF and IPP and endorse or modify the project classification  
 Review planning documents and disclose the draft and final reports on 

the ADB’s website as required 
 Monitor implementation through review missions 
 Provide assistance to the EA, if required, in carrying out its 

responsibilities and for building capacity for safeguard compliance 
 Monitor overall compliance of the project to ADB SPS 

B. Capacity Building on IPP in the EA 

146. These activities have been elaborated under the Capacity Building chapter. 
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XI. BUDGET AND FINANCING 

147. The estimated budget is made to provide financing mechanism for successful 
implementation of IPP activities. These include sensitization about impact of development 
projects on IPs, awareness about their issues, comprehensive orientation on indigenous 
peoples’ concerns in development, the relevant safeguards instruments and mechanisms, as 
well as specific issues of indigenous peoples in the state for the PIU on the one hand and 
development of the human capital especially women and youth groups by acclimatizing them to 
the oncoming opportunities, enhancing traditional and other learned skills and empowering them 
in a socio-culturally beneficial and appropriate manner.  

148. The Compensation for loss of assets and Common Property Resources are included as 
part of Resettlement Plan. There are also special assistance to the DP households of the IPs. 
The Government has pledged and budgeted for developing the infrastructural and civic 
amenities of each affected settlement. Construction of these community infrastructures will be 
entrusted to Civil Contractor engaged for the project and adequate budget will be provided. An 
NGO will be recruited for implementation of planned activities under IPP and efforts will be 
made to link with various available government schemes. NGO will also be responsible for 
organizing trainings for skill development as part of program under promotion of alternative 
livelihood. An External Monitor will be engaged for monitoring and evaluation of the 
implementation process and outcome of the planned activities under IPP. An itemized budget is 
provided below. 

149. While computing budgetary allotment for implementation of IPP, resettlement component 
of compensation and assistance as provided in the Resettlement Plan prepared for the Imphal-
Kangchup-Tamenglong road were taken into consideration and those were left out of the IPP 
budget provision. These are: compensation for standing crops, wet rice land, trees, orchards 
and structures which will be affected due to road construction. The resettlement compensation 
and assistance are calculated in accordance with Resettlement Framework. The items which 
are exclusive for IP plan only are included in the IPP budget.  

150. The EA, PWD, Govt. of Manipur has thoughtfully incorporated some lump sum amount 
for overall development of the settlements inhabited by IP community in the project impact area. 
These items of expenditures are included in the Bid documents prepared for the contractor and 
are in line with the peoples’ needs as expressed during community consultations and mentioned 
in the Declaration on land donation signed by the Village Authority Chairperson/secretary. The 
items of expenditure are consolidated as: Community Infrastructure cost as follows totaling to 
Rs. 8,682,000. 

a) Community Amenity centers Rs. 4,800,000 
b) Passenger shelters  Rs. 3,154,000 
c) Medical Aid Post   Rs. 728,000 
 

151. Table 13 below shows the budget for IPP in details. 
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Table 13: IPP Budget 

Sl. Activities Items of expenditure Unit cost (INR) Estimated 
Amount (INR) Remarks 

Design Stage - Section A 

1 

Sensitization and Orientation 
workshop for Stakeholders - 
PMU/ PIU/PMC / 
NGO/Contractor on IP issues, 
ADB's Safeguards policy on IP, 
National and State Laws/Acts on 
safeguards of ST/IP communities 

About 4 workshops to be 
held for PMU/PIU. First two 
within the initial six months 
and two more Refresher 
Workshops in remaining 
period of 48 months 

Lump sum for each work shop 
@ Rs. 180,000 720,000 

Institutional Support for Capacity 
Development (ISCD) consultant to 
provide orientation and 
sensitization workshops for 
stakeholders and Dissemination 
/disclosure for all 18 settlements. 
Provision for IPP workshops to be 
included in the TOR. 2 

Dissemination of Sub Project 
information; Disclosure of IPP, 
and potential impact of road 
project on social, environmental 
and resettlement issues of IP. 

Settlement wise disclosure 
of information in the 
meetings held within the 
first 6 months 

Lump sum for each settlement 
@ Rs. 60,000 1,080,000 

3 

Identification of potential impacts 
of the project and safeguard 
measures incl mitigation and 
monitoring 

Safeguard measures   

To be included in Resettlement 
Package 

4 Loss of agricultural and 
homestead land 

Only the Wet Rice fields 
would be compensated   

5 Loss of structure and immovable 
assets 

Structures including 
houses, animal sheds, 
boundary wall, etc are to be 
compensated 

  

6 Loss of orchard, Standing crops, 
tress, etc 

Crops, fruit trees, timber 
trees, etc Will be 
compensated 

  

7 Loss of livelihood 
Training Programmes and 
alternative livelihood is to 
be provided 

  

8 Loss of common property 
resources 

Any loss of CPR is to be 
compensated such that it is 
as good as before 

  

9 Loss of hunting, food gathering, 
fishing areas, etc. 

Alternative livelihood is to 
be provided and if possible, 
modern techniques for the 
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Sl. Activities Items of expenditure Unit cost (INR) Estimated 
Amount (INR) Remarks 

same should be imparted 

10 Loss to Vulnerable Households 

One time Special 
Assistance to be vulnerable 
DPs @ Rs. 25,000 to each 
affected households 

127 affected HH  

11 Mitigation measures for impact 
on IP communities 

Construction of 
infrastructural and/or civic 
amenities for affected 
Settlements as per  felt 
need of the Settlements 

18 settlements: Lump sum 
 Community Amenity centres 
Rs. 48, 00, 000.00 
 Passenger shelters Rs. 31, 
54, 000.00 
 Medical Aid Post Rs. 
7,28,000.00 

8,682,000.00 
Included in Bid documents of 
Contractor. Excluded from IPP 
budget 

Sub Total of Section A 1,800,000.00 Excluding SL. 11 
Implementation Stage - Section B 

12 Recruitment of NGO for IPP 
implementation 

Regular awareness and 
dissemination/disclosure 
program of IPP, verification 
of need assessed of the IP 
community; liaise with PIU, 
and others  - 
36 months 

Lump sum  @ Rs. 200,000 per 
month - 36 months 7,200,000.00 

For infrastructural facilities, staff 
recruitment, establishment, daily 
operation, and transport expenses 

13 

Developing empowerment and 
entrepreneurship among the 
Women Groups for self-
employment 

Formation and sustenance 
of SHGs, Providing  
Entrepreneurship Devt  
training  @ one month  to 
10 persons per settlement 
at 6 training centres for 18 
Settlements  

Total 180 persons from 18 
settlement @ Rs.1000 per 
beneficiary 

360,000.00  

14 

Special skill Dev. training 
programme for youth - men and 
women – on  vocational and 
other non-agricultural /income 
generating livelihoods 

1. Providing six months 
basic computer and 
advance training (BCC & 
ACC) for 50 persons 
selected from all affected 
settlements. To be 
organised for one session 
simultaneously at 2 centres 
- Tamenglong and Noney. 

As per DOEAC/NIELIT  rate - 
Rs.8,500 / per person including 
examination fees and course 
materials - 50 persons for two 
sessions 

850,000.00  
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Sl. Activities Items of expenditure Unit cost (INR) Estimated 
Amount (INR) Remarks 

The training session can be 
repeated one more 

15 

Vocational training in 
technical skill, e.g. 
mechanic, mobile repair, 2-
wheelerrepair etc. for 40 
persons each at 2 centres 
for 3 months per session. In 
all 160 persons in 4 
sessions spread over 3 
years 

Training with basic repairing 
tools kit @ Rs. 5,500 per person 
for 160 total persons 

880,000.00  

16 

Motor Driving training to 30 
persons in 2 centres (15x2) 
with license for a period of 
3 months. There will be 18 
practical and 12 theoretical 
classes including basic 
repairing training. In all 6 
sessions @ 30 persons per 
session - 180 persons 

Training with license @ 
Rs.3,000 per person - total 180 
persons 

540,000.00  

17 

Special skill Devt. training 
programme for youth on 
agricultural /allied agricultural 
occupations/ and traditional skill 
in handicrafts with modern 
manual equipment for women  

Training for imparting 
value-added modern 
techniques in occupations, 
like agriculture, allied 
agriculture, sericulture, 
animal rearing etc 

Lump sum 750,000.00 

Implementing NGO will coordinate 
with other NGOs /organisations 
capable of imparting training in 
modern Agricultural technique, like 
SRI. Linking with market for product 
sale. 

18 

Training in sewing and 
textile designing for 3 
months for 30 persons at 2 
centres (15x2). Sewing 
machine to be provided to 
each trainee after 
successful completion of 
the training. In all 4 
sessions and 30 persons 
each session. 

Sewing & textile designing @ 
Rs.10,000 per person - total 120 
persons 

1,200,000.00 

Sewing training will include 
provision of one sewing machine for 
each trainee. The beneficiaries will 
have entrepreneurship training for 
sale of the products. 
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Sl. Activities Items of expenditure Unit cost (INR) Estimated 
Amount (INR) Remarks 

19  

Training for Development of 
Local Handicraft for 30 
persons at 2 centres for a 
period of 3 months and 
marketing of the same in 
coordination with the State 
Level Handicraft 
Development Organization. 
In all 4 sessions and 120 
persons 

Cost of training @ Rs. 3,000 per 
person - total 120 persons 360,000.00 

Linkage with the existing state and 
central government schemes for 
marketing of the traditional 
handicraft products. 

Sub Total of Section B 12,940,000.00  
Post Implementation Stage - Section C 

20 Engaging External Monitor for 
Resettlement Plan and IPP 
evaluation 

Monitoring of progress and Evaluation of the success of IPP 
undertaken 

1,500,000.00  

21 Follow up of activities based on 
lessons learned 

Based on outcome of IPP implementation tasks to be 
identified for further intensified capacity development and 
livelihood augmentation of indigenous communities, 
especially displaced IPs 

900,000.00 To be performed by PMC with NGO 

Sub Total of Section C 2,400,000.00  
Total Cost: All Activities (Section A+B+C) 17,140,000.00  

Contingency @ 10% 1,714,000.00  
Total Budget 18,854,000.00  

Total Budget: 18,854,000 INR, or  290,061 USD; @ Rs 65 = 1 $   
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Annexure 1:  Compensation in Hills 
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Annexure 2: List of Affected Villages 
 

S. No. 
Name of the Village Chainage/ Km. Length (in 

Meter) 
Area in 

(Sq.M) 
Area in 

(Hect) 
1 Kangchup Chiru 13+000-17+875 4875 115800 11.5800 
2 Kangchup Bangla 17+875-24+250 6375 153000 15.3000 
3 Songlung 24+250-32+200 7950 190800 19.0800 
4 Waphong 32+200-34+900 2700 63000 6.3000 
5 Haochong (Spur) 0+000-4+150 4150 99600 9.9600 
6 Ijeirong 34+900-41+050 6150 147600 14.7600 
7 Oktan 41+050-50+550 9500 228000 22.8000 
8 Bakwa 50+550-51+900 1350 29400 2.9400 
9 Kabui khulen (Spur) 0+000-0+800 800 19200 1.9200 
10 Nagaching 51+900-57+600 5700 136800 13.6800 
11 Lukhambi (Khumji) 57+600-72+400 14800 355200 35.5200 
12 Warengba-2 72+400-76+150 3750 87600 8.7600 
13 Warengba-3 76+150-76+975 825 19200 1.9200 
14 Khebuching 76+975-79+475 2500 60000 6.0000 
15 Khebuching (Pvt.Hill) 79+475-79+950 475 11400 1.1400 
16 Bhalok-3 79+950-97+950 18000 427800 42.7800 
17 Dialong 97+950-100+200 2250 54000 5.4000 
18 Gadailong 100+200-101+900 1700 31200 3.1200 
19 New Salem 

(Tamenglong) 
101+900-102+700 800 14400 1.4400 

20 Glory Land 
(Tamenglong) 

102+700-103+000 300 5400 0.5400 

Total 94.95* 94950 2249400 224.9400 
* Main alignment 90 km and 2 spurs with 4.95 Km 

Source: Resettlement plan, Imphal-Kangchup-Tamenglong road 
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Annexure 3: Minutes of Consultations 
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Annexure 4: Attendance on Community Participation 
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Annexure 5: List of Scheduled Tribes 
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Annexure 6: Land and Property Owner’s Consent 
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Annexure 7: Details of Focus Group Discussion and Key Informant Interview 

   Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Key Informant Interview (KII) Focus Group Discussion (Only Female 
Informant) 

Sl. Town/ Village Dates No. of  
sessions 

Total No. of 
Participant 

Profile of 
participants 

No. of  
sessions 

Total No. of 
Participant 

Profile of 
participants 

No. of  
sessions 

Total No. of 
Participant 

Profile of 
participants 

1 Kangchup 02.06.14 1 5 Farmers       

2 Gadailong/ 
Tamenglong 02.06.14 1 3 Farmers, Villagers 

2 2 School & principal 
of Tamenglong 

1 8 4 Shop keeper, 
service, student, 
house wife, private 
tutor 

3 New Salem/ 
Tamenglong 02.06.14 1 4 Villagers 1 1 TaibouPamei 

(village council) 
   

4 Haugailong/ 
Tamenglong 02.06.14 1 7 

Village secretory, 
Chairman, 
Authority, Other 
villagers 

1 1 TaibouPamei 
(village council) 

2 17 13 Housewives, 
student, Cultivator, 
Tailor   

5 Kangchup 
Chingkhong 03.06.14 1 9 

Village chief, 
Secretory, 
Members, Social 
worker Anganwadi 
worker 

      

6 Khebuching 03.06.14 1 9 
Ex-Chairman, 
Cultivators & 
Villagers 

1 3 
 

Village authority 
chairman, village 
authority 
secretary, village 
Headman 

1 5 House wife, Labour, 
, farmer 

7 Bhalok 
(Phalong-III) 03.06.14 1 10 

Village Chairman, 
secretory, 
Members, Farmers 
& Other Villagers 

      

8 Bhalok 
(Phalong-I) 04.06.14 1 10 Pastor, Cultivators 

& Other Villagers 

   1 8 3 Housewives, 2 
student, Labour, 
farmer, agricultural 
labour  

9 Dailong 05.06.14 1 13 

Chairman of 
VWSDC, Village 
Secretory, Village 
authority members 

1 1 Village authority 
chairman 

1 6 Housewife, 5 SHG 
member 

10 Warengba 
(Duilong) 06.06.14 1 12 

Village authority 
members, Poster, 
Cultivators, 
Villagers 

1 1 Meinun Panmei 
(village authority 
chairman) 

1 5 1 ASHA worker, 
shop keeper 

11 Lukhambi 
(Khumji) 06.06.14 2 15 Village Chairman, 

Village authority 
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   Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Key Informant Interview (KII) Focus Group Discussion (Only Female 
Informant) 

Sl. Town/ Village Dates No. of  
sessions 

Total No. of 
Participant 

Profile of 
participants 

No. of  
sessions 

Total No. of 
Participant 

Profile of 
participants 

No. of  
sessions 

Total No. of 
Participant 

Profile of 
participants 

members, Village 
Secretory, Farmer, 
Student, Security 
guard, Villagers 

12 Houchong 07.06.14 1 8 

Village Chairman, 
Village Secretory, 
Village authority 
members, Advisor, 
Farmer, Villagers, 
President of AISU 

1 1 K. Inka chairman 
of village 
authority 

1 8 8 Hose wives 

13 Pungmon 07.06.14 1 6 Carpenter, Farmer, 
Driver, Villagers 

      

14 Ijeirong 07.06.14 1 8 

Village Chairman, 
Village Secretory, 
Village authority 
members, IYC 
President & 
Secretory, Villagers 

   1 9 1 ASHA worker, 6 
cultivators, 2 
businesswomen 

15 Bakwa 08.06.14 1 8 

Executive 
Secretory, INBCA, 
Village Chairman, 
Primary Teacher, 
Pastor 

      

16 Oktan  
(Puchi) 08.06.14 1 8 Cultivators    1 3 Student, Housewife, 

Labour 

17 Nagaching 08.06.14 1 7 
Farmer, Student, 
Teacher, Village 
authority 

   1 9 Villages, 
Housewives 

18 Kabui Khullen 08.06.14 1 12 

Farmer, Teachers, 
Social Worker, 
Church clerk, 
Village Secretory, 
Village authority 
members 

1 1 N. ganmai, 
Chairman of 
village authority 
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Annexure 8:- Village Profile 

Settlement: Village Bakwa 

Population: T. HH (Apprx) - 70; Population = 450; BPL - 60%; ST -100%. The village is mostly inhabited 
by Naga community. Several sub clans of Nagas are: Rongmei Naga = 60%; Lingmai Naga = 25%; and 
Impui Naga =15%. All the families are Christian (Baptist).  

House type: Temporary (Kuchha) = 70%; Semi pucca = 25%; and Permanent (Pucca) = 5% 

Occupation: Cultivation/Allied Agriculture (Veg. growing, animal rearing) - 85%, Profession (Teaching) = 
2%; Self employed - 3%; Unemployed youth = 10%  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rainfall. The main summer crops are food crops 
and vegetable: paddy, beans, brinjal, chilli, tomato, potato (a few). Those who have irrigation facility also 
produce cabbage, banana and other vegetables during rabi crops. Primarily they produce for own 
consumption. Very few sell vegetables in local market, as market is far and buyers from outside are few. 
Marginal farmers are 85% with less than 1 acre.  

Water Availability: Village is situated on the hill top wherefrom streams water is collected and brought to 
the houses by bamboo pipelines for drinking. But due to undulating terrain, irrigation is not possible. Few 
have wet paddy lands are in the valley irrigated by stream water.  

Community Group: The village has two groups – one is youth group with 10 members and the other is 
religious group.  

Transport & Communication - Jeep are major means of transport. About 60% people have mobile 
phones.  

Education – Village has 2 Anganwadi / ICDS centres, one primary school. For secondary, higher 
secondary school and colleges, students go to Tamenglong and travel via Noney at 17 km away.  

Health – PHC at Noney. Nearest hospital is at Tamenglong.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground within the village. Church & other religious places 
– 3 nos within 2 km. Private/cooperative bank and market are at Noney. Police station is also at Noney. 
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Settlement: New Salem (Tamenglong urban) 

Demography: Total HH = 232; Total Population = 1700; BPL 35%. ST – 80%, SC/OBC/ - 5%, Gen Caste 
– 15%. Major community – Naga. Only two families have migrated and within the state for better 
educational facility. 

Housing: Kacha (thatched) - 60%, semi Pucca – 20%, and Semi-Pucca = 18%. 2% families live in 
shanties. 

Occupation: Cultivation and Allied Agriculture - 30%, Agrl Labour- 10%, Non-farm Labour -20%, Govt. 
service – 10%, Pvt. Service – 5%, Trade & business/Self employed / Profession - 15%, Unemployed – 
10%.  

Cultivation: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rain water. No irrigation facility available. Paddy is grown 
for consumption and Maize is for sale. Few Jhum lands are available Average agricultural land holding is 
half an acre per household. More than 80% households are marginal farmers.  

Water Availability: There are two hill top streams providing sufficient water for drinking purpose round 
the year. Water is collected drinking water through pipe line. A few have to go for a distance to fetch 
drinking water.  

Community Group: The village has two women groups with 14 members each besides, a number of 
youth groups. 

Transport & Communication – Three wheelers are available for public transport. Post office is at 
Tamenglong. Mobile phones are available.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center, primary school are within village. Secondary& higher secondary 
school and college are located at Tamenglong.  

Health – Hospital & pharmaceutical stores are situated at Tamenglong about 4 Km distances.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground 6 km away. Church, Nationalized bank, Market 
place, PDS shops are at Tamenglong. The Nearest bus stand is 5 km away from the locality. This 
settlement has sewerage and drainage system. Nearest police station and nearest police outpost is at 
Tamenglong 4 Km away. Total police personnel are 28 (22 with arms, 4 without arms and 2 contingents). 
Police generally arrives at the scene of crime within 15 to 30 minutes. Crime rate is very low. Major 
crimes are quarrel among the youth. 
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Settlement – Gadailong 

Population: Total HH - 140; Total Population - 1200; BPL - 20%. Major community: ST – 85%, General 
caste – 10%, SC/OBC -5%. Till date, only three families have migrated to city in the state for education of 
their children. The village has one women’s group of 20 members and 8 youth groups with a total of 50 
members.  

Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 40%, Semi-pucca = 45%, and Pucca = 15%.  

Occupation: Cultivation and allied agriculture – 30%, Agrl labour- 10%, Govt. Service =10% Private 
Service = 5%, Trade & Business = 10%, Profession – 5%, self employed/skilled workers – 10%, 
Unemployed = 20%.  

Agriculture: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rain. The kharif crops are paddy for household 
consumption, and maize for sale. Average land holding is 0.5 acre. About 85% households are marginal 
farmers with less than 1 acre. 

Water Availability: They use hill top stream water for drinking purpose. Water is stored near hill top 
source and brought by pipe line.  

Transport & Communication – Three wheelers are available for public transport. Post office is at 
Tamenglong about 3 km away. Mobile phones are available with everyone.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center and primary school are within. Middle School is also within walking 
distance. For secondary, higher secondary school and college students go to Tamenglong.  

Health – Dispensary, Hospital, Doctors & Medical stores are situated at Tamenglong, about 3 Km 
distance.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground at 5 km distance, Church is within the village. 
Nationalized bank is at Tamenglong 4 km away. Nearest bus stand is at Tamenglong. Weekly Market, 
PDS shops are within 1 km. village also has one community hall. This settlement has sewerage and 
drainage system. There is no heritage site nearby their settlement. Nearest police station and police 
outpost is 4 Km away at Tamenglong. 
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Settlement: Bhalok 

Population: Total HH = 140; Total Population = 840; BPL = 10%. Majority of population is ST with 85%, 
and rest are OBC =15%. A few persons have migrated to other part of the state for better job. The village 
has one women group with 10 -12 members, one youth groups with 15 members, and one sports 
committee with 12 – 15 members 

Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 75%, semi Pucca – 15%, and Pucca = very few. About 5% families live in 
shanties or open land.  

Occupation: Most of the working population (30%) is engaged in cultivation. There are contractual non 
farm labourers consisting of 20% and self employed skill workers at 10%. Unemployed is 40%.  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rain water. The kharif food crops are paddy for 
consumption, and vegetables like beans, maize are sold at market. All cultivation is done by Jhum 
farming method. Average land holding size is 1 acre per household. 

Jhum Cultivation: Before cultivation, village authority calls for a meeting with all heads of the families as 
the jhum lands are village property. The land is properly allotted to each family depending on family size. 
Forest trees are felled in December – January and left fpr drying for two months. In March the trees are 
out on fire followed by broadcasting of seeds in April. Three times weeding are needed. Harvesting starts 
in August and continues till end of season. Transport of crops is done in September- October, and 
November is the time for relaxation, leisure and festivals.  

Water Availability (Irrigation & Drinking): Stream water is used for both drinking and irrigation purpose 
and even in summer water is sufficient. They collect drinking water in a reservoir at source and brought to 
village by pipe line. Stream of the village provides good quality drinking water. 

Transport & Communication – Three wheelers/Trekkers are common mode of transport, and Post 
office is at Tamenglong about 15 km away. Nearest bus stand is at Tamenglong. Mobile phones are 
available for almost all.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center/primary school are all within village. Secondary/higher secondary 
school and college are in Tamenglong, 15 km away.  

Health – Hospital & Medical stores are situated at Tamenglong.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial places, Church and religious places are within the village. 
Nationalized bank, market, PDS shops – all are located 15 km away in Tamenglong). This village has 
sewerage system. No cultural heritage sites are located nearby or along proposed road alignment. 
Nearest police station and nearest police outpost is at Tamenglong - 15 Km away. Police takes 2 hours 
time to reach place of incident. Average crimes are not of serious nature.  
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Settlement: Khebuching 

Population: Total HH = 110; Total Population = 650; BPL = 10%. ST - 90%, OBC -10%. Three males 
and two females have migrated. Sports committee, Women’s group and one NGO are operating there. 
Seven persons have migrated outside for job.  

Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 70%, semi Pucca – 20%, and Pucca = 10% houses.  

Occupation: Farmer/Allied Agriculture - 90% Govt./Pvt. Service - 2%, Trade & Business -4% Profession 
– 4%.  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly depended on rain water. The kharif food crops are paddy, for 
consumption, beans, maize, and other vegetable for sale. Average land holding is 1.5 acre. Stream water 
is used for irrigation and drinking purpose.  

Community Group: The village has one women group with 10 -12 members, one sports committee with 
10 – 15 members and one NGO with 10 members.  

Transport & Communication – Autos/trekkers are common means of transport. Post office is at 
Tamenglong about 15 km. Mobile phones are available.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS, primary school within village. Tamenglong has secondary, higher 
secondary school and college and travel time is 2 hours.  

Health – Hospital & Medical stores are situated at Tamenglong.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground and church within village. Nationalized bank, 
market are at Tamenglong. Nearest police station and nearest police outpost are at Tamenglong.  
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Settlement: Haochong 

Population of the Villages:  

Total HH = 213, Population = 1317, BPL = 30%. All ST HH.  

Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 20%, Semi Pucca = 70%, and Pucca = 10% houses 

Occupation: Farmer – 90%. Business - 7% Profession (doctor) – 3%  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly depended on rain water. The kharif food crops are paddy, for 
consumption, beans, maize, and other vegetable for sale. Fruits also grown for sale. Average land 
holding: 3-4 acres. All land under Jhum cultivation. 

Water Availability: Stream water is collected at hill top source and is used for irrigation and  

Community Group: The village has one women group with 10 members, Students’ Association, one 
youth club and one sports committee with 12 – 15 members.  

Transport & Communication – Jeeps are available for common transport. Post office is in the village. 
Mobile phones are available.  

Education – The village has all educational facilities like Anganwadi/ICDS center, primary school, 
secondary school.  

Health – PHc, medical store, and veterinary centre are located in the village.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial place, Nationalized bank are within the village. Market is 
at NOney, 13 KM away. Nearest bus stand is also at Noney. 
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Settlement: Dailong 

Population of the Villages:  

Total HH = 320; Total Population = 1400; BPL = 9% ST -100% - Rongmei Naga. House type is 
predominantly kutcha. About 4-5 persons migrated to Delhi area for better job.  

Occupation: Farmer = 90% Business – 5% 

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly depended on rain water. The kharif food crops are paddy, beans, 
maize, yam, pumpkin. Paddy is for consumption and vegetable for sale. All lands are under Jhum 
cultivation. Average land holding is 1-2 acres. 

Water Availability: Stream water is used for drinking purpose and is sufficient in quantity all through the 
year. They collect drinking water from source to bring by bamboo pipe line. Community Group: The 
village has one women society with 10 members, Dailong Ecology and environment protection society, 
and one sports committee with 12 – 15 members.  

Transport & Communication – Three wheelers/ trekkers are common public transport mode. Post office 
is also located here. Mobile phones are available.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center, primary school within village and secondary, higher secondary 
school and college are at Tamenglong, 10 Km. Weekly market n the village.  

Health – PHC is located in the village. Hospital & Medical stores are at Tamenglong about 10Km away.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground, Church within village, Nationalized bank at 
Tamenglong. This village has sewerage system. 
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Settlement: Pungmon 

Population: T. HH - 60; Population = 350; BPL – 50%. ST = 70%; SC/OBC/General caste – 30%. This 
village is inhabited by migrant families consisting of Rongmai Naga, Lingmai Naga and Impui Naga. Two 
families have migrated from this village for employment opportunity to Delhi & Punjab. 

Housing: Kucha = 70%; Semi pucca = 25%; and Pucca = 5% 

Occupation: Cultivation - 90%. About 20% land is irrigated. Average land holding is 0.5 acres. Major 
crop is paddy, while cabbage, and banana are grown for sale. All lands are under Jhum plots. A few 
families own wet paddy lands.  

Water Availability: They use stream water for drinking purpose collecting water from streams on hill top 
and carrying through bamboo pipelines.  

Community Group: The village has two groups – one is youth group having 10 members. They organize 
cultural and recreational activities. Another group is religious group – all are Christian (Baptist).  

Transport & Communication: Jeep is the common mode of transport. About 60% houses have mobile 
phones.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center, primary school within village. For secondary, higher secondary 
school and college students go to Noney at 70 Km.  

Health – PHC is at Noney but doctors not available always.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial place = 1 in the village, Church is at Haochong within 2 
km). Market place is at Noney – 17 km. 
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Settlement: Ijeirong 

Population: Total HH = 75; Total Population = 442; BPL = 60%. All are ST families. There is one women 
group and two youth groups. 

Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 60%, semi Pucca – 20%, and Pucca = 20% houses.  

Occupation: Cultivation/Allied Agriculture – 95%, Trade & Business = 5%.  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly depended on rain water. However, 20% land is under irrigation. 
The kharif food crops are paddy for consumption. Maize is for sale. Average agricultural land housing is 3 
acres.  

Water Availability: Stream water is collected from hill top for drinking purpose. There is no proper 
storage facility available.  

Transport & Communication – Jeep / Trekkers are only mode of transport. Post office is at Haochong 
about 8 km. Mobile phones are available.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center, two primary schools. Secondary school is at Haochong. Higher 
secondary school is at Noney – 14 KM away.  

Health – PHC is at Haochong, medical stores at Noney.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground Church are within village. Nationalized bank is in 
Haochong. For market they visit Noney. 
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Settlement: Kabui khullen 

Population: Total HH = 193, Total Population = 1200; BPL = 55%. All are ST. Housing: Kacha 
(thatched) 80%, semi Pucca = 15%, and Pucca = 5%. The village has two women groups with 20 
members and 2 youth groups. 

Occupation: Farmer = Almost all, 98%. Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rain 
water. The kharif food crops are paddy, and maize for sale. Avergae land holding is 2 acres.  

Water source: They use stream water for drinking purpose.  

Transport & Communication – Only jeeps are available for transport. Post office is at . Mobile phones 
are available, but connectivity is poor.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center, primary school within village. (within village). Middle School = 1 
Km (within village), for secondary, higher secondary school and college = 3 - 4 km (Tamenglong).  

Health – For health care they depend on Noney (17 KM) only.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground is located at 5 km away. Church is within village. 
Market is at Noney.  
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Settlement: Kangchup Chiru and Kangchup Makhan 

Population: Total HH = 220; Total Population = 1260; BPL = 10%. All HH are ST HH – Kuki community. 
There are some migrant households who have settled here due to racial conflict.  

Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 35%, semi Pucca – 55%, and Pucca = 10% houses.  

Occupation: Farmer = 70% Govt. Service = 10% Private Service = 5% Non farm Worker 5%. Trade & 
Business – 10%  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rain water. Few households have wet paddy fields. 
The kharif food crops are paddy, for consumption. Also grown crops are, beans, maize, and other 
vegetable for sale. Average land holding is 1 Acre.  

Water Availability (Irrigation & Drinking): Stream and river water is used for irrigation purpose, water is 
sufficient in summer also. Drinking water is collected from river source by pipelines. Handpumps and 
community tube wells are also available. No scarcity of drinking water. 

Transport & Communication – Autos/trekkers, bus are common public transport modes. Post office is at 
Imphal about 10 km. Mobile phone is available.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center, primary school within village. For secondary, higher secondary 
school and college the students go to Imphal at 12-15 km away.  

Health – PHC is 2 km away Hospital & Medical stores are situated at Imphal.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground and Church are within village. Nationalized bank, 
Bus stand is half a km away. 
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Settlement: Lukhambi 

Population: Total HH = 222; Total Population = 1632; BPL = 75%. All ST HH.  

Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 80%, semi Pucca = 15%, and Pucca = 5% houses.  

Occupation: Farmer- 60% Trade & Business- 15%, Profession- 5%, Non farm labour – 5%.  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rain water. The surplus vegetables  

Water Availability: Stream water is used for drinking purpose. 

Community Group: The village has one women’s society with 10 members.  

Transport & Communication – Bus, three wheelers, trekkers are available for common public transport. 
Post office is at Lukhambi. Mobile phones are available.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center, primary school are within village. Secondary, higher secondary 
school are at Noney, 7 km away. College is Tamenglong – 50 km.  

Health – PHC is at Noney – 7 km away. Hospital & Medical stores are situated at Tamenglong about 80 
Km.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground, church are within village Nationalized bank is at 
Tamenglong. Market is at Noney which is well connected by national highway. PDS shops are also in 
service. Lukhambi houses the Village court according to traditional customary Judiciary system.  
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Settlement: Nagaching 

Population: Total HH = 132; Total Population = 650; BPL = 40%. All ST HH belonging to Rongmei Naga 
community.  

Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 80%, semi Pucca = 10%, and Pucca = 2% houses. People live in shanties 
or open land = 8%.  

Occupation: Farmer constitute 80% of population. There are three doctors, 10 teachers, two employed in 
private service, 10 labourers  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rain water. The kharif food crops are paddy, for 
consumption, beans, maize, and other vegetables for sale. Jhum farming is the only cultivation method. 
Average land holding is 2 acres per household. 

Water Availability: Stream is used for drinking purpose.  

Transport & Communication – The village does not have access to any transport mode. People hire 
jeep in case of emergency. Mobile phones are available, but connectivity is poor.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center, primary school within village. For secondary school Noney is the 
only nearest place at 20 KM away.  

Health – PHC is at Noney at a distance of 20 KM.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground and Church are within village. Market and PDS 
shops are at Noney.  
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Settlement: Oktan 

Population of the Villages: Total HH = 98; Total Population = 720; BPL = 80%. All HH are ST belonging 
to Inpui Naga community. Two families migrated to Tamenglong. 

Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 80%, semi Pucca =15%, and Pucca = 5% houses.  

Occupation: Farmer - 95%.  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rain water. The kharif food crops are paddy for 
consumption and maize for sale. Land holding size is 2 acre per HH. 

Water Availability (Irrigation & Drinking): There is no irrigation facility in this village. Only steam water 
is available for drinking. People of the village need effective rainwater harvesting system, similar to that of 
Ijeirong.  

Community Group: The village has one woman groups with 20 members and 8 youth groups with 50 
members. 

Transport & Communication – Jeep is the only means of transport. Post office is within village. Mobile 
phones are available, but connectivity is poor.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS, primary school within village. Middle School is at Haochong – 10 Km 
away.  

Health – PHC is at Haochong.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial place, Church within village. Market is at Noney – 25 Km 
away.  
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Settlement: Waremba 

Population of the Villages: Total HH = 205; Total Population = 1150, BPL = 40%. All HH are ST 
belonging to Rongmei Naga. Housing: Kacha (thatched) = 75%, semi Pucca – 20%, and Pucca = 5% 
houses.  

Occupation: Farmer = 98%  

Cropping Pattern: Cultivation is mainly dependent on rain water. The kharif food crops are paddy, for 
consumption, and beans, maize, chilli and other vegetable for consumption and sale. Besides, papaya, 
lichi, orange, are grown for sale. Jhum is the only system of cultivation. Average land holding size is 1.5 
acres per HH. 

Water Availability: Only stream water is used for drinking purpose. 

Community Group: The village has one women’s group with 10 -12 members.  

Transport & Communication – Jeep is the only means of transport which is used / hired in case of 
emergency. Mobile phone is available but connectivity is poor.  

Education – Anganwadi/ICDS center, primary school within village. For secondary, higher secondary 
school and college Tamenglong is the only place at 40 km.  

Health – PHC is at Noney with a travelling time of 4 hours.  

Other Common Property Resources – Burial ground, church are within village. Market is at Noney 30 
km with a travel time of 6 hrs.  
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Annexure 9: Respondents’ Sheets 
 

A. Key Informants’Interviews 
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B. Focused Group Discussion (FGD) Respondents 
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C. Gender FGD’s Respondents 
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Annexure 10: Action Plan for Beneficial and Mitigation Measures 
S.No. BENEFICIAL 

MEASURES 
ACTIVITIES TIME SCHEDULE TARGET GROUP RESPONSIBILITY REMARKS 

1 Capacity 
development 

Organise Stakeholders’ 
orientation/ sensitization / 
 and awareness generation 
workshop 

Twice a year during 
implementation phase 
for each settlement to 
be concluded within 3 
yrs 

Village Authority 
members, Youth, men 
and women – of all 
affected settlements 

PMU/PIU/ISC One ISC firm has been 
engaged by govt. who 
will conduct such series 
of workshop  

2 Selection of eligible 
youth for capacity 
/skill 
/entrepreneurship 
development 

Identification survey of  
educated /willing youth – both 
men and women - for capacity 
devtprogrammes 
 

4 times a year in 
batches as found 
suitable for 3 years 

Youth – men & women of 
all 18 settlements 

NGO/PIU Youth to be identified for 
future job oriented 
programmes 

3 Construction of 
community 
infrastructures 

Construct community 
structures, as per mutual 
agreement/MOA between 
Govt. of Manipur and Village 
Authority 

One time construction 
of community structures 
within 3 yrs of 
implementation 

Each of 18 affected 
settlements. 
Youth will be given job in 
construction & supervision 
work.  

PIU / Contractor Work has been included 
in BOQ of contractor. 
Fund already allotted for 
civil work. Village 
Authority to supervise 
work 

4 Involvement of 
NGO as 
implementing 
agency  

Implementation of IPP in 
general. Detailed activities 
include: 
 Identification of 
eligible youth – men & women 
for capacity devtprogrammes,  
 identify faculty and 
training 
institutes/organization,  
 follow up of 
beneficiaries’ skill devt after 
trainings 
 market linkage for 
self-employment schemes, 
 any others as found 
suitable 

Phase wise for each 
village -Within 3 
yrsperiod of 
implementation. 
 
One follow up period of 
1 year after completion 
of IPP implementation 
with approval of PMU 
may also be needed for 
successful IPP 
implementation  

All settlers / DPs of 18 
affected settlements 

PIU/NGO One NGO will be 
engaged for 
implementation of IPP 

5 Grievance Redress 
Mechanism 

One GRM will be established 
by the Govt. with two tiers at 
PIU and state level.  
NGO will coordinate with 
PIU/ISC/Contractors for 
amicable solution of 
grievances 

Throughout the project 
implementation period 
commencing from the 
beginning of 
implementation  

All settlers / DPs of 18 
affected settlements 

PMU/PIU PIU will be responsible 
for grievance redressal 
with support from NGO. 
Detailed GRM is 
explained in Chapter VII 
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S.No. MITIGATION 
MEASURES 

ACTIVITIES TIME SCHEDULE TARGET GROUP RESPONSIBILITY REMARKS 

1 Provide jobs with 
contractor as found 
culturally suitable  

Eligible and suitable youth will 
be inducted by the 
construction  contractor,  
provide required training for 
road construction work 

As and when required Selected youth – men for 
civil work; women in office 
and in house work, e,g. 
mess, gardening, 
maintenance of camp site 

PIU/NGO/ 
Contractor 

The affected DPs will be 
given priority for job 
opportunity in 
construction work 

2 Incentives for self - 
employment 
opportunity 

Provide scope of setting up 
canteen, sale of vegetables, 
fruits, groceries etcby the 
village women /women 
groups for use at camp site 

As and when 
construction work 
commences 

Women 
groups/individuals of all 
affected settlements 

PIU/NGO/Contract
or 

Women groups of the 
affected households will 
be given priority.  

3 Women 
empowerment and 
Women enterprises 
for self-
employment 
objectives 

 Provide 
entrepreneurship devt plans 
(EDP) training suitable for 
women. 
 Formation and 
sustenance of women self- 
help groups  
 Tailoring/sewing  

Within 3 yrs of 
implementation period 
with follow up period of 
1 yr 

All women groups in the 
affected settlements 

NGO/PIU Details are provided in 
Capacity Development 
Chapter VI 

4 Skill enhancement 
and capacity 
development for 
unemployed youth 

Special skill Dev. training 
programme for youth - men 
and women – on  vocational 
and other non-agricultural / 
income generating 
livelihoods: 
 Basic and advance 
computer training, 
 Vocational trng, e.g. 
mobile repair, motor/ 2-
wheeler mechanic course 
 Motor driving 

Within 3 yrs of 
implementation period 
with follow up period of 
1 year 

Men and women youth of 
all affected settlements 

NGO/PIU Details of  skill devt 
training programmes are 
provided in Capacity 
Development Chapter VI 

5 Special skill devt 
training 
programmes 
 

Special training for handicraft 
and weaving for women  

Within 3 yrs of 
implementation period 
with follow up of 1 yr 

Women selected and 
willing for such trainings 

NGO/PIU Details of  training 
programmes are 
provided in Capacity 
Development Chapter VI 
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Annexure 11:Terms of Reference (TOR) for the NGO for Implementation of the 
Indigenous People Plan (IPP) 

 
Imphal-Kangchup-Tamenglong Road (Kangchup-Tamenglong section) 

 
A. Project Background 
 
1. The SASEC Road Connectivity Investment Program (“SRCIP”) will improve road 
connectivity and efficiency of the international trade corridor, by expanding about 500km of 
roads in the North Bengal and Northeastern Region (NB-NER) of India. The project area under 
SRCIP is a key strategic thoroughfare integrating South and South East Asia, bordering 
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Myanmar and Nepal. It will enable efficient and safe transport within India 
and regionally with other South Asia Sub Regional Economic Cooperation (SASEC) member 
countries.9 Ultimately, SRCIP will pave the way from India and other South Asian countries to 
Myanmar, and further afield to other member countries of the Association of South East Asian 
Nations (ASEAN). 
 
2. Manipur Public Works Department (MPWD) is implementing Imphal-Kangchup-
Tamenglong road subproject under SRCIP. Part of this road from Kangchup to Tamenglong 
passes through hill sectioninhabited by indigenous people (IP) and an Indigenous People Plan 
has been prepared, in accordance with ADB’s safeguards policy for mitigating impact of road 
construction on IP community. An NGO is required to implement the Indigenous People Plan 
prepared for the project. 
 
3. Mitigation measures for loss of crops, structures, forest, livelihood, etc. has been 
documented in Resettlement Plan and activities of RP will be looked after by the NGO engaged 
for RP implementation.  
 
4. But a separate NGO will be responsible for assisting MPWD in implementing IPP 
activities for the Kangchup-Tamenglongsection of Imphal-Tamenglong road for about 95 km. 
The proposed road traverses along 18 villages of the Senapati and Tamenglong districts.The 
overall implementation period for this assignment is 36 months from the commencement of 
contract. 
 
B. Objectives of the Assignment 
 
5. The NGO shall be responsible for assisting MPWD in facilitating IPP implementation in 
an efficient and transparent manner. The implementation shall follow the ADB's Safeguard 
Policy Statement 2009 and National and State laws / Acts prepared for safeguarding indigenous 
people, who are termed as Scheduled Tribe in Indian context. 
 
6. The overall tasks of the NGO are included as follows, but limited to: 

(i) Coordinate the entire process from the beginning till end of the project 
completion for providing assistance in implementing IPP prepared for theIP 
community in general living within the affected 18 settlements; 

(ii) Coordinate with, and provide support, where needed, to DCs of Senapati and 
Tamenglong districts, concerned Village Authorities,  other government officials, 
and liaise with PIU, CSC, and the contractor, and other relevant line departments 
in implementing IPP in an effective and transparent manner; 

                                                      
9Comprising of Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal. 
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(iii) Organise regular awareness and dissemination/disclosure program of IPP, 
project information, particularly the resettlement impact, grievance redress 
mechanism, and proposed community development activities to the IPs in a 
continuous process; 

(iv) Organize information and awareness programmes for the construction workers 
about traditional and customary systems and life pattern of the IP community to 
avert any untoward incidences due to lack of knowledge, and also to respect 
their distinctive life style.  

(v) In the event of influx of outsiders to the interior settlements which might have 
adverse impact on their traditional customs, beliefs and culture, to make the IPs 
aware of the risks of sociocultural differences from the outsiders the NGO will 
share   adequate knowledge both ways for adequate preparedness for the IP 
community. 

(vi) Implement skill development/entrepreneurship development programmes, 
livelihood and income restoration schemes, with assistance and coordination 
from relevant agencies/ organisations, Government training institutes, other 
NGOs having expertise in skill development and income generation trainings; 

(vii) Assist the IPs in redressing their grievances through the grievance redress 
committee set up for the project; 

(viii) Conduct verification of need assessment survey of the IP community in 
association with the Youth association, and women’s associations of the affected 
settlements. 

(ix) Collect data and submit progress reports on a monthly and quarterly basis for 
MPWD to monitor the progress of IPP implementation; and 

(x) Any other tasks as assigned by MPWD. 
 
C. Scope of Work 
 
7. The principal responsibilities of the implementing NGO will include, but not limited to the 
following: 
 

1. Administrative Responsibilities of the NGO 
 
8. The NGO will work under the direction of the Member (Administration), or any person 
authorized by the Member (Administration). NGO shall assist MPWD in carrying out the 
implementation of the IPP for the project road. 
 
9. The NGO shall assist MPWD in organizing public consultations meetings, and 
information campaigns,prior to the commencement of the project, in the affected villages where 
IPP will be implemented.  
 
10. As part of Information Disclosure the NGO will translate the summarized IPP into local 
language in the form of a Project Information Brochure for disclosure and dissemination to IPs. 
 
11. The NGO shall submit monthly and quarterly progress report to MPWD. The report 
should cover verified need assessed of the IP community, IPP implementation issues, 
grievances and summary of consultations  
 
12. The NGO shall assist MPWD in convening the GRC meetings at PIU level and keep the 
records of GRC at PIU and State level. 
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13. Assist MPWD in the management of the database of the IP community, and at the end 
of the assignment, ensure proper handover of all data and information to MPWD. 
 

2. Responsibilities for Implementation of the IPP 
 
14. The NGO shall verify the information already contained in the IPP regarding community 
information, assessment of their needs, relevant customary laws and tribal cultural practices, 
their economic pursuits, particularly Jhum cultivation. Their verified information should be 
supported by documentary evidence, such as community consultation briefs. The NGO shall 
establish rapport with IP community in general, and IP community’s administrative and religious 
institutions, like Village Authorities and Church of all the affected settlements, youth and women 
groups, and the affected households belonging to IP category, in particular. 
 
15. The NGO shall keep smooth and continuous liaising with the IP community, particularly 
the Village Authority and the Project Implementation Unit. This will be achieved through regular 
meetings with both the PIU and the IP representatives. Meetings with the PIU will be held once 
a month, preceded by the meetings with the IPs community, or their representatives, and will 
continue to be held regularly during entire implementation period. Minutes of the Meetings and 
decisions taken shall be documented by the NGO. 
 
16. The NGO shall display the names of GRC members at PIU and state level with contact 
numbers who are responsible for grievance redressal at prominent public places like Village 
Authority offices, Panchayat Offices, Block/Tehsil headquarters, and the District Headquarters. 
 
17. Participatory methods should be adopted in verifying the need assessment conducted 
during project preparation stage,particularly in respect of speciallyvulnerable people, like WHH, 
BPL, and others. The methods of need assessment  survey will include village level meetings, 
where women will be encouraged to be present and articulate their special needs, if any.  
 
18. The NGO shall explain to the IPs the provisions of the ADB’s policy of IP safeguards, 
and provisions under the IPP. These information shall be part of the content of the disclosure 
brochure. The IPs who are unable to apprehend the IPP in the language prepared, will be 
translated in their language and explained in details. The IPP disclosure meetings/ brochures 
will also explain possible impact of road construction in their traditional life and livelihood in near 
future and in the long run. 
 
19. NGO will ensure of women’s participation in these participatory information disclosure 
meetings. They should be consulted as a separate focus group and discussion will be held with 
individual women/groups with utmost care and keeping in line with all traditional custom so that 
their sentiment is not hurt. 
 
20. NGO will prepare the IP community adequately for possible intrusion of outsiders having 
different culture, customs, and way of life who might leave adverse impact on IP community, by 
sharing knowledge, holding consultative meetings, organizing interactive sessions with the 
contractor’s staff and such others who are outsiders to IP settlements. The NGO will also 
prepare pamphlets, booklets on the IP community’s ways of life, customs and traditions 
including and all sensitive issues for use of the contractor, supervision consultants and others 
who will migrate into the area for construction and associated works during project 
implementation. 
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3. Accompanying and Representing the IPs at the Grievance Redress 
Committee Meetings 

 
21. The NGO shall engage a suitable person, preferably belonging to the IP community of 
the area, as the key person to interact, build and maintain rapportwith the IP community, and 
particularly the Village Authority, to disseminate GRM to the IP. The person will be a member of 
the GRC at PIU level. The NGO shall explain GRM procedure to the IP community, disclose the 
GRC members’ names and contact numbers and accompany the IP individual or community 
representatives  to registergrievance letter to appropriate committee. In these activities, the 
person designated will be the face of intervention in any contentious issues between the IPs and 
the PIU. 
 
22. The NGO shall help the DPs in filling the grievance application and also in clearing their 
doubts about the procedure and transparency of the GRM, as well as the amicable solution of 
IP issues. 
 
23. The NGO shall record the grievances of the IPs and bring it to the notice of the GRC at 
PIU level within seven days of receipt of the grievance. It shall prepare and submit a draft 
resolution, after detailed discussion with Village Authority in respect of the particular grievance 
of the IP individual/community. The submission will also contain suggestion of multiple 
solutions, if possible, which will be presented in the GRC meeting. In all these GRC meetings 
NGO will be represented by its key person positioned at appropriate locations/settlements. If 
required, NGO will accompany IP community representatives to be present at PIU level 
grievance committee meetings. 
 
24. The NGO will also represent grievances of the IP individual community at State level if 
these aren’t resolved at PPU level. According to the severity of the matter The NGO will 
accompany the State level GRC members during site visit and present the IP community’s 
concerns regarding particular issues. If necessary, the NGO will also accompany IPs/their 
representatives to the state level GRC meeting on the decided date, help translate or 
elaborate/explain on IP issues and get the grievances addressed.  
 
25. The result of the GRC finding and decisions will be explained to the IP community by the 
NGO. If the GRC’s decision is not acceptable to the IPs and they want to pursue the matter 
further in the Court of Law the NGO shall  provide all necessary assistance.  
 

4. Carry out Capacity Development programmes 
 
26. One of the major responsibilities of the NGO will be to conduct, coordinate, prepare 
scheduled for capacity development programmes as mentioned in the IPP. To achieve this the 
NGO shall maintain liaising with various government, private institutions, and other NGOs who 
have proven record of imparting skill development and entrepreneurship development trainings. 
If necessary, the NGO will search for institutions beyond the state who can be motivated to 
conduct such training programmes oriented towards IP community.  
 
27. Before inviting training institutes, the NGO shall conduct survey to identify existing skill 
level, needs, education level, and keenness about adopting new or upgraded skills by the IP 
community.  
 
28. The NGO shall search for appropriate institutes, organisations, local NGOs who have 
basic infrastructures in house and are capable of providing training in a viable mode and 
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acceptable by the IP community. To this goal the NGO shall build network with suitable 
institutions.  
 
29. While selecting skill development training schedules, efforts shall be given to address IP 
women’s need, their convenience, cultural norms, traditional and customary restrictions, etc to 
formulate a practical training module. 
 
30. To effectively integrate income generating training programmes with the need of the 
trainees/beneficiaries, the NGO will conduct market surveys to create a link with the IP 
community after production capacity is developed and to enable the youth/women’s 
organization/groups self-confident in post IP plan period for sustainable resource generation.  
 
31. The NGO shall engage if viable, one woman facilitator who can assess gender sensitive 
issues and help to conduct training programmes in a gender conducive environment. 
 

5. Monitoring and Reporting 
 
32. The NGO engaged in the implementation of the IPP will be required to supply all 
information, documents, survey data to the PIU/PMU to prepare quarterly and monthly progress 
reports  for submission to ADB in a format as acceptable by PIU. These reports and database 
will provide in-sight information for External Monitor. 
 
33. The NGO shall submit all of the following reports, brochures and outputs in a format 
approved by MPWD.  
 

(i) Inception Report  To be submitted within two weeks of mobilization which 
includes work plan for the whole contract period, staffing and personnel 
deployment plan, and a withdrawal plan at the end of the period of contract.  

(ii) Project Information Brochure summarizes the IPP, translate summary and 
produce Project Information Brochure in local language within 1 month of 
mobilization. PIB will be distributed to all affected IP settlements. 

(iii) Microplans for Skill and capacity development programmes 
The micro plans will include database of identified and interested IPs for   
capacity/skill development programmes, verification of needs assessed, 
identification of existing skills, trainings modules and training institutes/ NGOs, 
and market linkages. These will be completed at an agreed time with MPWD. 

(iv) Monthly Progress Reports. To be submitted to MPWD within seven days after 
the end of each month. The reports shall include weekly progress and activity 
plan charts as against the scheduled timeframe of IPP to be prepared along with 
Micro plan.  

(v) Quarterly Progress Reports. To be submitted to MPWD at the end of each 
quarter. Shall include progress on implementation of IPP, livelihood /skill/ 
capacity development program, grievance redressed. 

(vi) Completion Report at the end of the contract period summarizing the actions 
taken during the project, the methods and personnel used to carry out the 
assignment, and a summary of support/assistance given to the IP/community 
and a brief on lessons learnt. 

(vii) All the reports/documentation as described in these terms of reference. 
(viii) Record of minutes of all meetings and public consultation. 
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6. Staffing Schedule 

 
34. The table below describes the required human resource structure for the assignment.  
Key personnel will be evaluated during the proposal evaluation stage. The NGO is required to 
submit CVs for the key personnel positions.  Non-key personnel will not be evaluated during 
proposal stage. At least one woman should be included as Field Support Staff. 
 

1. Required Experts 
 

No. Particulars No.  Positions Estimated Person-months 
Key Personnel 
1 Team Leader 1 24 (intermittent over 36 months) 
2 Field Coordinator 1 1 24 (intermittent over 36 months) 
3 Field Coordinator 2 1 24 (intermittent over 36 months) 
Non-key Personnel 
4 Field Support Staff 4 24 (intermittent over 36 months) 
5 Database Analyst  1 18 (intermittent over 36 months) 
Total 8 186 

35. All staff should be mobilized within 15 days of actual commencement.  
 
2. Key Indicative Tasks per Position 
 

36. The position-based tasks specified for each of the positions is mentioned below. The 
tasks are indicative and the NGO needs to propose its own working arrangement as a team 
based on the overall requirements in the TOR. 

No. Particulars Responsibility 
1 Team Leader 

 
 

 Provide overall technical, administrative, and operational management of 
NGO team. 

 Act as main counterpart when communicating with MPWD/GRC/ and 
relevant government agencies. 

 Prepare Draft work plan and ensure work plan is followed. 
 Ensure deliverables and activities are completed in a timely and 

transparent manner. 
 Review documentation and reports to verify accuracy. 

2 Field 
Coordinator 
(One preferably 
be woman) 

 Responsible for Verification of need assessment survey 
 Provide guidance to Field Staff and check information collected. 
 Ensure deliverables and activities are completed in a timely and 

transparent fashion. 
 Liaise with MPWD, PIU, CSC and Contractor, and various Govt/Pvt. Skill 

development training institutes 
 Provide support to Grievance Redressal Mechanism 
 Assist women’s participation, their grievances and redressal 
 Interact with women/groups for capacity/skill development plans/schemes 

through FGD, group meetings 
4 Field Support 

Staff 
 Responsible for verification survey of IPs, assess need, skill capability, and 

education level of IPs 
 Establish rapport with relevant IPs/community. 
 Responsible for collecting field level information for skill trainings, market 

survey, liaising with various institutions 
 Undertake continued information disclosure and consultation with IPs for 
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No. Particulars Responsibility 
grievance redress. 

 Data entry for report preparation 
5 Database 

Analyst 
 Perform all database related needs for the assignment.  
 Assist Team Leader for Monthly and quarterly reports preparation 

 
3. Qualification 

 
37. Qualification and experience requirements for experts are listed below.   

Staff Qualification 
Team 
Leader 
 
 

Minimum: Post graduate degree in social science:Anthropology, Sociology, 
Economics, Master in Social Work, Master in Rural Development. Tribal development 
research works shall be added qualification 
10 years of minimum professional experience 
5 years of minimum relevant experience in implementing Tribal development plan, 
Community Development plan. Previous experience in project funded by external 
donors.Good understanding of Tribal Customs, Laws, and experience of work in 
similar areas is preferred.  

Field 
Coordinator 

Minimum: Bachelor’s degree in any discipline of Anthropology, Sociology, Social 
Work, Economics.  
7 years of minimum professional experience 
3 years of minimum relevant experience in implementing Tribal development, Rural 
Development schemes. Previous experience in project funded by external donors is 
preferred. Good understanding of local customary laws, work experience in similar 
tribal areas and proficiency in local language preferred. One woman Coordinator 
preferred. 

Field 
Support 
Staff 

Minimum: Bachelor’s degree in any discipline. Masters in Social work is added 
qualification 
3 years of minimum professional experience 
Previous experience in working rural communities required. Proficiency in local 
language is required. Previous experience in similar tribal area strongly preferred. 

Database 
Analyst 

Minimum: Bachelor’s degree in computer application or related fields.  
3 years of minimum professional experience 
Proficient in operating computer and Microsoft Word, and Excel.  Ability to design and 
manage database. Workable knowledge in English required. 

 
4. Condition of Services 

 
38. The NGO shall ensure that the IPP is implemented in an effective and proper manner. 
The prime responsibility of the NGO shall be to ensure that IPP is implemented in true spirit of 
the plan and ADB’s safeguards policy for the IP community. The NGO shall help the MPWD in 
all matters deemed to be required to implement the IPP, including maintaining liaising with the 
MPWD and the IP community. The NGO shall closely monitor day to day activity of the IP work 
plan and   protect IP community’s cultural identity, and traditions and customs. All activities 
involving financial implications shall be scrutinized minutely. Any dispute regarding land 
provided by the IPs for road construction shall be brought to the notice of PMU/PIU and 
resolved amicably.  
 
39. All documents created, generated or collected during the period of contract, in carrying 
out the services under this assignment will be the property of the MPWD. No information 
gathered or generated during and in carrying out this assignment shall be disclosed by the NGO 
without explicit permission of the MPWD. 
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5. Data, Services and Facilities to be provided by MPWD 

 
40. The MPWD will provide to the NGO the copies of all relevant documents required for the 
NGO to undertake its work. Documents will include the IPP, details of Community consultations, 
declaration by the Village Authorities to donate land for road construction. The MPWD will assist 
the NGO in collaborating with the Construction Supervision Consultants. All facilities required in 
the performance of the assignment, including office space, office stationery, transportation and 
accommodation for staff of the NGO, etc., shall be arranged by the NGO. 

 
6. Payment Schedule: 

 
41. The following payment milestone is proposed for making the payment to the NGO. The 
payment will be made subject to the submission of a certificate from the MPWD that the targets 
have been achieved in a satisfactory manner. 

Sl. No. Indicative Payment Milestone 
Payment (% 
of contract 

Value) 
1 On submission of the inception Report complete in all respects 10% 
2 On completion of the verification of assessed needs of the IP 

community, initial consultation sessions, and submission of data 
on IPs identified for capacity development training and review of 
the same by the MPWD. 

10% 

3 On submission and approval of first 50% of the Micro Plans of IPs 
for skill/capacity development training  

10% 

4 On submission and approval of second 50% of the Micro Plans of 
IPs for skill/capacity development training 

10% 

5 On completion of Training programmes of first group of IPs 10% 
6 On completion of Training programmes of second group of IPs 10% 
7 On completion of Training programmes of third  group of IPs 10% 
8 On completion of Training programmes of fourth group of IPs 10% 
9 On submission of successful completion of training/capacity 

development programmes/follow up of skill/community 
development  plans 

20% 

 Total 100% 

42. For skill and capacity development component, NGO will submit cost proposal to MPWD 
for approval prior to implementation of specific component. The costs for the trainings will be 
provided for training institutions/organisations for the identified skills/EDP trainings after 
completion of trainings. The NGO will be reimbursed based on actual costs. 
 
43. The NGO will be reimbursed all costs related to carrying out the services, including 
remuneration of key professionals and support staff and overhead costs. The service tax or any 
other tax component as applicable shall be reimbursed/ paid to the NGO on production of 
documents. The insurance cost will be separate of the total project cost; the client shall bear the 
cost. 

 


